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The& authors& acknowledge& the& flaws& due& to& the& lack& of& quantitative& research.&
However,& because& of& difficulties& in& reaching& interviewees,& one& concluded& not& to&
include&quantitative&methods&in&the&research&design.&The&authors&additionally&tried&




data& related& to& business,& leisure& and& official& travelling.& Normally,& these& three&
segments&are& treated& like&one&group& in& statistical& reports,&making&data& concerning&
the&B2B&market&exclusively& scarce.&Due& to& the& lack&of& relevant& statistics,& simplified&













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The! Core! Benefit& of& the& product& is& the&
fundamental& service& or& benefit& that& the&
customer& is& buying.&Within& the& concierge&
industry& the& core& product& may& be&
represented&by&“rest&and&sleep”&at&a&hotel&
room,& “beauty& treatment”& at& a& spa& etc.&&
The& core& benefit& has& to& be& turned& into& a&
basic! product& in& the& form& of& an& offer&
given& to& the& customer.& The! expected!
product&consists&of&attributes&normally&
expected&and&taken&for&granted&by&the&
customer.& Not& satisfying& such& basic& expectations& may& harm& the& reputation& of& a&
service&provider&to&a&great&extent.&In&the&concierge&industry,&the&main&value&is&often&
centred&at&the!augmented!product& level.&At&this&level,&the&marketer&is&supposed&to&
exceed& customer& expectations,& adding& unanticipated& features& to& the& product.&
Localised&adaptations&may&often&serve&as&augmented&attributes& in& their&own&right:&
Taking& local& preferences& into& account& may& often& result& in& exceeded& expectations&
among& customers.& The! potential! product& is& also& considered& essential& in& the&






benefits,& and& a& company& should& strive& to& constantly& offer& innovative& features& to&

























































The& following& paragraphs& contain& conclusive& summaries& of& the& main& research&




While& the& outbound& travel& industry& in&most&Western& countries& has& experienced& a&
deep& downturn& in& the& wake& of& the& 2008& financial& crisis,& China’s& outbound& travel&
market& experienced& extensive& growth& within& the& same& period& (Tourism& Research&
Centre&2011).&In&2010,&for&the&first&time&in&history,&China&experienced&a&trade&deficit&
in& tourism,& emphasising& the& immense& growth& potential& of& the& outbound& market.&
Moreover,& it& seems& that& international& actors& have& just& acknowledged& the&
opportunities& represented& by& Chinese& travellers,& paving& the& way& for& fierce&
competition&in&the&years&to&come&(Prof.&Dr.&Wolfgang&Georg&Arlt&2012).&&
The&outbound&travel&market&in&China&is&currently&undergoing&major&changes,&highly&
affecting& the& way& companies& make& decisions& and& operate& in& general.& Changes& in&
social,& technological! and! economical! trends& are& currently& creating& immense&
opportunities&for&foreign&operators&wishing&to&enter&the&Chinese&market.&However,&
for& Concierge&Masters& to& fully& take& advantage& of& these& changes;& limits& caused& by&
political!and!legal!factors&must&be&watched&carefully&within&the&near&future.&&&
Consequently,& several& external& factors& require& local& adaptations& in& the& entry&








































































































































































































Recent! Relaxation! of! Government! Control:& The&way& a& company& acts&when& doing&
business&in&China&will&be&highly&influenced&by&governmental&policies&and&regulations.&
Traditionally,&there&has&been&no&clear&line&between&government&administrations&and&









official& purposes.& Even& though& regulations& on& outbound& travel& are& still& limiting&
freedom,& the& government& is& constantly& making& the& situation& easier& for& corporate&





The& COTRI& Green& Book& of& Chinese& Tourism& states& that& recent& levels& of& diplomatic&
activities& among&Chinese& leaders&have& contributed& to& leading&effects&on&outbound&
travel& (Tourism& Research& Centre& 2011).& Throughout& 2010& and& 2011& the& Chinese&
Government&ratified&several&agreements&with&foreign&nations;&focusing&on&increased&
exchange& of& personnel,& expansion& of& culture& and& more& frequent& official&
communication.& In& general,& increased& political& and& economical& contact& between&
China& and& foreign& states& has& resulted& in& more& alternatives& concerning& where& to&
travel& (Zhang& Guangrui& 2011).& If& aiming& to& attract& outbound& Chinese& travellers,&
Concierge&Masters& should&monitor& this& development& closely& in& order& to& decide& at&
which&destinations&to&serve&Chinese&clients.&&
&
2. Relaxation! of! Foreign! Exchange! Control:& Throughout& the& last& few&years,& the&State&
Administration& of& Foreign& Exchange& (SAFE)& has& loosened& its& control& over& foreign&
exchange& reserves,& simplifying& approval& procedures& for& forex& payments& in& service&
trade&(Lehman&Brown&2011).&This&change&in&policy&is&probably&due&to&a&combination&
















few& years,& several& destinations& have& simplified& the& visa& procedures& for& Chinese&
citizens& (Zhang& Guangrui.& 2011).& Throughout& the& near& future,& more& and& more&
destinations&will&acknowledge&China&as&an&essential&source&market&for&their&inbound&
travelling,&both&due&to&business&and&leisure&purposes.&Consequently,&these&markets&
will& enhance& promotional& activities& aimed& at& Chinese& markets,& further& ease& visa&
restrictions& for& Chinese& travellers,& adapt& to& specialised& Chinese& needs& and& protect&
the& interests& of& Chinese& customers& to& a& greater& extent.& Closely& following& these&




to& leisure& tourism& are& also& influencing& the& market& for& corporate& travelling.& An&
interesting&trend&is&that&the&relative&amount&of&business&and&official&trips&continue&to&
decrease&every& time& regulations& are& relaxed&on& leisure& travel:& Throughout& the& last&
decade,&business&and&official&travel&have&experienced&a&sharp&drop&in&relative&share&
as& restrictions& on& private& group& travelling& have& been& considerably& eased:& In& the&
period& between& 1997& and& 2007,& the& National% Tourism% Administration% of% China&
estimates&that&the&share&of&outbound&leisure&travels&from&China&have&increased&from&







instance,& the& number& of& official& trips& decreased& heavily& in& 1994& when& the&
government& initiated& sudden& measures& to& fight& corruption,& including& tight&
regulations&related&to&spending&among&officials.&
Comprehensive!Bureaucracy:&According& to& the& Jordanian&company&Speed%Travel%&%
Tourism,&exhibitor&at&the&COTTM&2012&fair;&a&great&challenge&caused&by&government&
regulations& is& obtaining& the& permits& necessary& for& entering& the& Chinese& market.&
Getting&a&hold&of&these&permits&is&a&time&consuming&process,&being&even&harder&for&
foreign& companies.& According& to& the& company,& getting& in& contact& with& the& right&
officials& is& a& complicated& procedure,& and& may& often& include& payment& of& bribes&




Traditionally,& heavy& government& restrictions& have& required& extensive& adaptations&
when& entering& the& Chinese& market.& Even& though& recent& deregulations& ease& the&
process& comprehensively,& awareness& of& bureaucratic& rules,& regulations& and&
requirements&should&be&paid&close&attention&by&Concierge&Masters.&
Most& importantly,& the& recent& changes& in&political& factors&make& the&buying&process&
considerably& easier& for& most& companies& in& China:& Fewer& regulations& and&
continuously& improved& international& relations& mean& more& alternatives& and&
decreased& costs& for& companies& arranging& a& trip& abroad.& For& a& company& aiming& to&




























Destinations& among& business& travellers& are& normally& not& chosen& freely,& but& highly&
dependent& on& business& and& strategic& purposes.& The& extensive& growth& of& Chinese&
economy&has&enabled&more&companies&to&invest&abroad&and&thereby&be&more&likely&
to& travel.& To& some& extent,& the& authors& assume& that& business& destinations&may& be&
directly& influenced& by& China’s& most& important& trade& partners,& as& well& as& the&
recipients&of&outbound&FDI.&The&reason&behind&such&assumptions&is&the&lack&of&both&

















Trade! Patterns:& Figure& no.& 16& cites& the& main& trading& partners& of& China& in& 2011&
(Wikipedia&2011).&The&amounts&are&given&in&billion&US&Dollars.&As&cited&in&the&table,&
the&European&Union& is&by& far& the&main& trading&partner&of&China& if& counted&as&one&
entity.&As&shown,&the&USA& is&also&a&major&trading&partner,&currently&experiencing&a&






















Main! Destinations! for! Chinese! Travellers:& Figure& no.& 17&
provides& a& general& overview& of& the& main& destinations&
attracting&Chinese& travellers& in&2009.&However,& if& aiming& to&
reach&Chinese&corporate&customers,&it&is&essential&for&CM&to&
know&where&corporate&clients&as&a&separate&group&are&likely&
to& travel.& When& targeting& Chinese& customers,& CM& should&
simultaneously&develop&their&destinations&to&match&Chinese&
needs,& and& adapt& their& marketing& efforts& to& include& the&
destinations&most&important&to&Chinese&corporate&clients.&
&A&report&by&Linda&Wei&and&James&Wang&states&that&the&main&
destinations& attracting& Chinese& travellers& in& the& aim& of&
business&are&USA,&UK,&South&Korea,&Hong&Kong,&Canada&and&
Australia& (2011).&However,&according& to&Dr.&Prof.&Wolfgang&Arlt,&only& twoIthirds&of&
the&total&Chinese&travellers&went&out&of&Asia&in&2011&(COTTM&2012),&making&this&the&
main& market& for& business& and& leisure& travellers& alike.& Wang& Xinjun,& Managing&
Director&of&Ivy&Alliance&Tourism&Consulting&Co.&claims&this&number&is&set&to&increase&
throughout&the&coming&years,&leaving&even&more&Chinese&travellers&to&prioritise&Asia&
as& their& top&destination& (Chen&Dujuan&2011).&Excluding&the&destinations&of&Taiwan,&










Furthermore,& both& in& terms& of& business& and& leisure& travel,& Africa& is& the& fastest&
growing&market&for&Chinese&travellers&(Workshop&COTTM&2012).&According&to&Prof.&
Dr.&Wolfgang& Arlt,& the& rapid& increase& of& African& travel& from& corporate& and& official&
operators&may&be&seen&in&relation&to&the&constant&increase&of&Chinese&foreign&direct&
investment&flowing&into&the&region&(COTTM&2012).&As&illustrated&in&the&figure&above&




Moreover,& one&may& see& a& general& pattern& that& Asian& nations& still& play& a& vital& role&
both& in& terms& of& trade,& ODI& and& as& recipients& of& Chinese& travellers,& consequently&
representing&major&destinations&for&business&travelling.&According&to&Juergen&Uren,&
high& prices,& visa& restrictions& and& the& considerable& distance& still& make& Europe& an&
unlikely& destination& for& leisure& travellers.& The& major& flow& of& Chinese& customers&
entering&Europe&is&engaged&in&business&travelling&(2009).&
Economic!Growth! Influencing!Source!Markets:!Economic&growth&and&activity&have&
great& influence& both& on& source& and& destination& markets& relevant& to& Concierge&
Masters.&According&to&a&report&written&by&Linda&Wei&and&James&Wang&(2011),&there&
is& a& direct& correlation& between&
economically& boosting& areas& and& areas&
functioning& as& the& origin& of& outbound&
travel.& The& report& states& that& firstI& tier&
urban& areas& like& Shanghai,& Beijing,&
Guangzhou,& Shenzhen,& Guangdong,&
Zhejiang&and&Jiangsu&are&still&accounting&
for& 31& %& of& the& total& outbound& travel& market& (2010).& These& areas& are& important&













second& and& third& tier& cities& steadily& increase& their& economic& importance,& they&will&
become& important& sources& for& outbound& business& travellers.& Inland& areas& like&
Zhengzhou,& Wuhan,& Xian& and& Chengdu& are& currently& developing& quickly,&













































































Chinese! Travel! Trends! Z! Surge! in! Chinese! Outbound!
Travel:&Chinese&outbound&travel&is&still&in&its&initial&stage:&
Despite&the&fact&that&outbound&travel&generated&22&%&of&
the& country’s& total& travel& revenue& in& 2009,& only& 5& %& of&
China’s&22&000&travel&agencies&were&engaged&in&outbound&
tourism& (China& Tourism& Academy,& 2010).& Nonetheless,&
due& to& recent& deregulations& and& a& soaring& economy,& an&
irreversible&flow&of&travellers&is&now&crossing&the&Chinese&
border.&For&instance,&in&2010,&the&number&of&outIflowing&
travellers& from&China& reached&57.39&million,& increasing&by&20.4%& compared& to& the&
previous&year&(COTRI,&2011).&In&2011&it&hit&70.25&million,&another&20&%&growth,&with&
travellers&spending&above&USD&69&billion&abroad.&&
According& to& a& report& issued& by& the& World& Tourism& Organisation& (UNWTO),& this&
number& represents& an& increase& in& spending& of& 17& %& from& 2010,& with& a& total&
expenditure& of& 55& billion& USD.& The& near& future& looks& even& brighter:& The& World&
Tourism& Organisation& (UNWTO)& estimates& that& the& total& amount& of& outbound&
travellers& from&China&will&exceed&100&million&by&2020.&The&China&National&Tourism&
Organisation& (CNTA)& is& even& more& optimistic,& believing& the& same& number& will& be&
reached&already&in&2015,&and&that&the&total&amount&of&spending&will&exceed&USD&100&
billion&within&the&same&year.&Regarding&2012,&COTRI&estimates&the&total&number&of&




















Social! Trends! Shaping! the! Demand! for! Concierge! Services:& Even& though& the&
numbers& above& include& the& purpose& of& both& business& and& leisure,& the& data& still&
reflect& future& opportunities& for& companies& aiming& to& attract& Chinese& travellers.&
Moreover,& Chinese& business& travellers& tend& to& spend& far& more& than& their& nonI
corporate&counterparts,&mainly&because&the&company&normally&covers&all&expenses&
related&to&the&actual&trip,&making&spending&even&more&tempting&during&leisure&time&
(Wolfgang& Georg& Arlt,& Workshop,& COTTM& 2012).& In& fact,& the& China& Outbound&
Tourism&Research&Institute&recently&estimated&an&annual&growth&of&91&%&in&shopping&
expenditures&among&Chinese&travellers&from&2010&to&2011&(COTRI&2012).&&
Customer& requirements& based& on& recent& social& trends& open& up& immense&
opportunities&for&concierge&industries,&being&able&to&tailor&an&exact&product&adapted&
to& the& customer.& However,& the& Chinese& outbound& market& still& remains& largely&
untouched,&hence&creating&considerable&opportunities&for&those&first&ready&to&serve&
it.&Throughout& the& future,&major&destinations&and& international& travel&agencies&will&









































































Development& in& technological& factors&
influences& decision& making& to& a& great& extent.&
Most&of&all,& technological& factors& influence&the&
way& Concierge& Masters& communicate& with& a&
customer’s& buying& centre& throughout& the&
buying& process.& As&mentioned& earlier,& CM& has&
outlined& three& main& channels& for& interacting&
with& their& customers& worldwide:& 1)& Social& Media& 2)& Networking,& and& 3)& PR& &&
Presentations.&An&important&characteristic&of&this&combination&is&that&these&channels&
enable& CM& to& take& advantage& both& of& traditional& and& modern& methods& when&
communicating&with&customers.&&
Undoubtedly,&the&buying&process&of&B2B&customers&will&be&highly&influenced&by&the&
increased& importance& of& Internet& in& the& years& to& come.& How& companies& gather&
information,& evaluate& alternatives,& and& eventually& decide& which& alternative& to&
choose& will& be& highly& influenced& by& both& primary& data,& as& well& as& secondary&
information&collected&on&the&Internet.&&Consequently,&the&following&trends&should&be&


















United& States.& However,& despite& the& fact& that& Internet& is& highly& used& in& corporate&
markets&across&China;&EI&commerce&is&still&an&underdeveloped&business.&The&CNNIC&
has& found& that& Internet& among& companies& is& mostly& used& as& a& tool& to& gather&
information,& as&well& as& for& communication& purposes.& Booking& and& other& functions&
related& directly& to& the& actual& purchase& are& still& carried& out& through& personalised&
interaction& like&phone&calls& and&personal& sales.&This& information&was& confirmed&by&
Joanne&Lai,&Communication&Executive&at&Quintessentially.&According&to&Lai,&Chinese&
corporate& clients& tend& to& use& internet& to& a& lesser& extent& than& their& Western&
counterparts&throughout&the&buying&process:&While&clients&above&the&age&of&30&tend&






%& compared& to& the& year& before.& This& extensive& growth& have& caused& big& Chinese&
portal& websites& like& Daodao,& QQ,& Qunar,& Qieke,& Taobao,& Alibaba,& Baidu,& Sina& and&
Sohu& to& enter& the& online& travel& industry,& expanding& their& online& booking& sector&
heavily.& Additionally,& already& existing& online& booking& services& like& Ctrip,& Yoee,&
Etchina,& and& Elong& are& now& stepping& up& their& efforts& to& reach& online& bookers&
(Tourism& Research& Centre& 2011).& Furthermore,& the& China& Internet& Network&
Information& Centre& (CNNIC)& reports& that& the& overall& function& of& Internet& among&
Chinese& companies& has& shifted& from& solely& information& purposes& to& the& increased&







Naturally,& these& numbers&will& have& great& implications& for& how&CM& should& act& and&




be& highly& recommended.&Mainly,& it&will& be& essential& to&manage& a& smooth& balance&




The! State! of! Social! Media! in! Chinese! Markets:& In& order& to& succeed,& Concierge&
Masters& should& adapt& their& communication& strategies& to& Chinese& market&
characteristics.& As& mentioned,& many& Chinese& companies& still& prefer& traditional&
channels&when&evaluating&and&buying&travel&services.&As&confirmed& in&an& interview&
with&Ms& Jennie& Tang,& Business& Development&Manager& at& Imagine& Pacific& Pty.& Ltd:&
Guanxi,& relationship& orientation& and& traditional& networking& are& still& considered&
essential& factors& in& the& buying& process& of& Chinese& companies.& However,&
technological& development& is& rapidly& reshaping& traditional& processes,& creating& a&
complex& environment& where&modern& and& traditional& practices& work& side& by& side.&
Due&to&this&mixed&environment,&CM&will&be&forced&to&approach&the&Chinese&buying&










The& way& Chinese& companies& use& social& media& in& their& decision&making& process& is&
changing& rapidly,& therefore& requiring&close&attention.&A& thorough&understanding&of&
the& way& social& media& shape& and& change& the& B2B& market& is& essential& in& order& to&
interact&efficiently&with&Chinese&customers.&Initially,&it&is&considered&highly&important&
to&acknowledge&the&growth&potential&of&social&media&in&China.&According&to&a&recent&
report& from&Global%Web% index,& the&use&of& social&media& in& the&Chinese&B2B&market&
changes&rapidly.&As&stated&in&the&report,&in&the&process&of&making&decisions,&Chinese&
B2B& decision& makers& have& increased& their& use& of& social& media& from& 31%& to& 60%&




by& local& players.& Even& though& LinkedIn& usually& is& considered& the&main& alternative&
among& B2B& marketers& internationally,& there& are& several& Chinese& alternatives&
fulfilling&local&needs&to&a&greater&extent.&In&China,&it&will&be&even&more&essential&than&
usual& to& focus&on&a& locally&adapted&communication& strategy,&always& taking&market&
specific& needs& and&wants& into& account.& & In& general,& there& are& three& platforms& CM&
should&consider&in&order&to&penetrate&the&Chinese&market:&
I Ushi&is&a&social&network&designed&and&developed&by&100&renowned&business&leaders&
in&China.& The&aim&of& the& system& is&mainly& to& expand& the&network&of& its&members,&
provide& information& concerning& competitors,&partners,& customers&and&distributors,&
as&well&as&opening&up&new&market&opportunities.&The&main&reason&to&consider&Ushi&is&















I A& third& alternative& shaping& the& use& of& social& media& in& B2B& markets& in& China& is&














In& general,& few& environmental& trends& influence& the& flow& of& corporate& outbound&
traveling& from& China.& Consequently,& these& factors& currently& require& few& or& none&







strategy& aiming& to& lower& energy& consumption,& develop& high& efficiency& technology&
and& limit& carbon& emissions,& while& simultaneously& aiming& to& maintain& high&
productivity&(Lipman&2010).&As&stated&by&Professor&Lipman,&China&aims&to&become&a&
global& leader& in& terms& of& promoting& a& greener& economy& in& the& years& to& come.&
Naturally,& these& policies& influence& inbound& tourism& to& a& greater& extent& than&
outbound& travelling.& However,& the& change& in& attitudes& regarding& environmental&
preservation& is& still& influencing& demand& among& outbound& travellers.& Chinese&
travellers& in& general& are& increasing& their& interests& regarding& green& tourism,& often&
demanding&green&elements&in&the&services&purchased.&Consequently,&a&company&like&
CM& should& prepare& to&make& future& product& adaptations& related& to& environmental&
demands,&for&example&by&providing&ecoI&friendly&hotels,&events&etc.&&
6.1.1.6&Legal&Factors&
When& entering& China,& it& is& extremely& important& to& be& aware& of& the& complex& legal&
environment& characterising& these& markets.& Restrictions& on& outbound& travel& are& a&
great& issue& affecting& both& B2C& and& B2B& markets.& With& the& restrictions& posed& on&

























































Measures& for& Supervising& Pilot& Operation& of& Outbound& Tourism& Business& by& SinoI
Foreign& Equity& Joint& Venture& Travel& Agencies”,& aiming& to& lift& the& barriers& laid& on&
foreign&companies.&During&the&autumn&of&2010,&the&NTA&accepted&applications&from&
14&foreign&funded&travel&agencies&to&engage&in&outbound&tourism.&Finally,&three&joint&
venture& agencies;& TUI& China,& CITS& American& Express& and& JTB& New& Century&




















Implications! for!Concierge!Masters:& In&general,& legal&requirements&and&restrictions&
may&be&difficult&to&comprehend&and&recognise&for&foreign&companies&trying&to&enter&
the& Chinese& market.& However,& due& to& the& fast& growth& in& outbound& tourism,& the&
regulations& shaping& the& legal& environment& are& changing& rapidly,& mostly& to& the&
advantage& of& foreign& operators.& It& is& therefore& advisable& to& follow& these& changes&
closely,&and&adapt&as&they&evolve.&Companies&with&no&previous&history&of&serving&the&
Chinese&market,&as&in&the&situation&of&Concierge&Masters,&are&still&advised&to&choose&
a& joint& venture& structure& through&either&an&acquisition& (of&a& company& serving&only&
the& domestic& and& inbound&market)& or& in& the& shape& of& a& Greenfield& investment& in&
collaboration&with&a&Chinese&partner.&Additionally,&even& though& the& regulations&on&
foreignI& owned& operators& will& be& further& revised,& prior& operations& in& the& Chinese&
market&will&undoubtedly&be&a&precondition& for& those&eager& to& serve& the&outbound&




and& indirectly.& Some& of& the& factors& pose& direct& threats& and& opportunities& to& CM,&
while&others&demand&adaptations&due&to&indirect&influence.&Exactly&how&these&macro&
factors& influence& the& strategies& of& Concierge& Masters& will& be& further& discussed&
throughout& the& thesis.& They& will& be& analysed& in& relation& both& to& Organisational&
Buying& Behaviour,& choice& of& entry& strategy& and& to& potential& adaptations& in& the&
marketing&mix&of&Concierge&Masters.& &This&approach& is&due&to&strong& interrelations&







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the& market.& The& aim& of& CM& is& to&
simplify& the& process& for& the&
customers,& tailor& making& and&
customising& packages& fitting& each&
customer&specifically.&
Consequently,& in& most& markets& CM&
aims&to&carry&out&direct&marketing,&not&
adding& more& operators& to& the& value& chain.& However,& in& Chinese& markets,& using&
intermediaries& in& order& to& reach& their& customers&may& be& necessary.& The& potential&
need& for& professional& companies& assisting& the& promotional& process& is& already&
mentioned&above.&Another&aspect&is&the&choice&of&entry&strategy,&deciding&whether&
or&not&another& joint&will&be&added&to& the&value&chain& (as& illustrated&through& figure&
35).&The&actual&choice&of&the&most&suitable&entry&strategy&will&be&further&discussed&
later.&The& following&paragraphs&will&discuss& the&channels& in&which&CM&should&carry&
out&their&promotional&activities&in&Chinese&markets.&
Service!
Providers!
Concierge!
Masters!
Local!Hero!
Chinese!
Corporate!
Customers!
Figure%35%Value%Chain%Short!
& & &
! &
!
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&
Figure%36%Value%Chain%Extended%
Communication&Channels&and&Placement&of&Promotional&Means:&Deciding&on&the&
channels&used&when&communicating&the&marketing&mix&may&be&complex&work&when&
expanding&abroad.&Adapting&communication&strategies&to&suitable&channels&used&in&
the&local&markets&demand&local&knowledge,&and&do&not&necessarily&fit&the&current&
strategies&of&a&company.&The&table&below&(figure&36)&displays&the&most&effective&
channels&used&to&increase&awareness&of&Europe&as&a&destination&among&Chinese&
travellers&(%).&The&authors&are&aware&that&the&following&limits&the&relevance&of&the&
table:&Destinations&among&B2B&travellers&are&not&chosen&freely,&but&dependent&on&
business&purposes.&The&fact&that&the&model&therefore&is&used&for&other&purposes&
than&originally&intended&harms&the&validity&considerably.&Nevertheless,&the&survey&
still&indicates&the&importance&of&respective&communication&channels&in&China,&and&
hence&which&channels&CM&should&evaluate.&&
&
Figure%37%Communication%Channels%
Service!
Providers!
Concierge!
Masters! Intermediaries!!
Chinese!
Corporate!
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Source:&ETOA&survey&of&European&Tour&Operators,&April&2006&
As&stated&in&the&chart;&television,&radio&and&newspapers/magazines&are&still&
considered&the&main&advertising&channels&in&China&(Juergen&Uren&2009).&According&
to&Uren,&the&increased&access&to&these&media&across&the&country&has&correspondingly&
caused&an&increase&in&radio&and&TV&advertising.&However,&due&to&the&limited&financial&
resources&of&Concierge&Masters,&these&channels&will&not&be&discussed&further,&as&the&
authors&find&them&irrelevant&to&CM&at&the&current&stage&of&development.&Whether&
these&channels&are&efficient&when&targeting&the&B2B&market&is&also&an&issue&open&for&
discussion.&Except&for&the&importance&of&television,&radio&and&magazines,&the&chart&
above&states&that&personal&recommendations,&promotional&events&and&online&
websites&are&of&great&importance&when&targeting&Chinese&customers.&Even&though&
gaining&access&to&these&channels&are&not&necessarily&easy&for&a&foreign&company,&
they&are&both&considerably&less&costly,&and&hence&of&great&relevance&to&Concierge&
Masters.&&
&
Positioning!in!the!Online!Market:&The&PESTELI&and&organisational&buyingI&analysis&
(5.1.1,&5.1.3)&discuss&thoroughly&the&growing&importance&of&social&media&and&online&
channels&in&Chinese&markets.&Even&though&access&to&information&is&considered&the&
main&function&of&online&channels&among&Chinese,&the&channels&still&play&important&
roles&when&aiming&to&gain&foothold&in&the&market.&Consequently,&positioning&through&
Chinese&online&channels&is&highly&recommended&and&may&function&as&a&platform&to&
1)&Boost&knowledge&of&the&company&among&Chinese&prospects,&2)&Gain&market&
knowledge&and&insight&concerning&the&Chinese&market&3)&Create&a&network,&an&
essential&part&of&gaining&foothold&in&the&Chinese&market&4)&Build&brand&equity,&and&5)&
Show&Chinese&companies&your&genuine&interest&in&their&market.&However,&language&
and&cultural&barriers&are&still&major&obstacles&to&obtain&full&use&of&these&channels,&
and&assistance&from&local&expertise&will&be&highly&necessary.&&
&
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WOM!Square:&This&expression&includes&both&the&terms&of&“word&of&mouth”&and&
“word&of&mouse”.&The&expression&word%of%mouse&simply&refers&to&word%of%mouth&
carried&out&through&online&channels&(Wolfgang&Georg&Arlt,&COTTM&2012).&&“WOM&
square”&is&considered&a&major&factor&influencing&the&decision&making&of&Chinese&
companies.&As&explained&through&the&concept&of&Guanxi&in&the&cultural&analysis&
(5.1.2);&taking&the&opinions&of&fellow&customers,&relatives,&friends,&and&
acquaintances&into&account&is&essential&in&the&Chinese&market.&According&to&Dr.&Prof.&
Wolfgang&Georg&Arlt,&Chinese&customers&will&seldom&use&a&service&if&not&
recommended&by&someone&in&their&social&network&(COTTM&2012).&Consequently,&
exploiting&the&potential&of&networking&and&WOM&Square&should&be&an&important&
part&of&the&entry&strategies&of&Concierge&Masters.&&
&
Fairs,!Exhibitions!and!Trade!Shows:&As&mentioned&in&the&analysis&related&to&
organisational&buying&behaviour&and&cultural&dimensions&(5.1.2,&5.1.3);&China&may&be&
considered&a&relationshipI&focused&culture,&valuing&the&process&of&building&rapport&as&
part&of&professional&relations&(Gesteland&2009).&Consequently,&getting&in&contact&
with&potential&customers&is&not&necessarily&an&easy&process,&and&should&preferably&
be&carried&out&through&extensive&networking&and&faceItoIface&contact.&As&previously&
stated&in&the&organisational&buying&behaviourI&analysis&(5.1.3);&cold&calls,&eI&mailing&
and&similar&methods&are&usually&not&common&means&when&attracting&prospects.&
Consequently,&taking&advantage&of&trade&shows,&exhibitions&and&fairs&when&
promoting&are&therefore&recommended&when&targeting&Chinese&customers.&One&
such&alternative&is&the&China%Outbound%Travel%and%Tourism%Market&(COTTM),&the&
only&Chinese&fair&focusing&solely&on&the&outbound&B2B&market&(www.cottm.com).&
Another&is&the&China%International%Travel%Mart&(CITM)&(www.cittm.com.cn),&
attracting&both&B2C&and&B2B&distributors&and&customers.&&
&
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Networking!and!Relationships!Z!Guanxi:&A&stated&in&the&cultural&dimensions&analysis,&
the&concept&of&Guanxi%is&highly&valued&in&China&(5.1.2).&Despite&the&importance&of&all&
communication&channels&mentioned&above,&the&main&tool&used&to&reach&corporate&
customers&in&China&is&personal&relationships&and&the&development&of&an&extensive&
network.&This&statement&was&confirmed&by&several&sources&during&the&COTTM&2012&
workshop:&The&Jordanian&company&Speed%Travel%&%Tourism&claimed&that&most&
Chinese&customers&still&prefer&personal&sales,&making&initial&contact&through&internet&
nearly&impossible.&According&to&the&representative&from&the&Official&Government&
Agency&of&Czech&Tourism&it&takes&great&time&to&build&relations,&mostly&due&to&a&
general&attitude&among&Chinese&not&to&do&business&until&mutual&trust&is&established.&
Representatives&from&Nomads&Tours&and&Expeditions&confirmed&this&announcement;&
further&adding&that&patience&is&a&key&word&when&targeting&Chinese&customers.&The&
Chinese&are&suspicious&in&nature,&but&once&you&have&proven&your&credentials&and&
your&trustworthiness;&loyalty&and&long&term&relations&are&likely&to&evolve.&In&general,&
the&statements&above&prove&that&marketing&means&in&themselves&may&be&forfeited&if&
the&concept&of&Guanxi&is&not&taken&into&account.&&
&
Promoting!Through!the!Right!Channels,!In!the!Right!Language:&As&mentioned,&
language&plays&a&crucial&role&when&aiming&to&reaching&Chinese&corporate&customers.&
As&proved&by&the&gold&winner&of&service&quality&at&the&CTWI&awards;&Seychelles&
Tourism&Board,&Chinese&customers&are&best&reached&through&Chinese&media&in&the&
Chinese&language.&As&part&of&their&promotional&strategy,&the&Seychelles&Tourism&
Board&acknowledged&the&importance&of&Chinese&marketing&channels,&promoting&
their&products&actively&both&on&CCTV&and&in&Chinese&magazines.&As&described&at&the&
award&ceremony,&the&Seychelles&Tourism&Board&attributes&their&success&to&the&use&of&
Chinese&marketing&channels&when&aiming&to&reach&a&Chinese&audience&(COTTM&CTW&
Awards&2012).&&
&
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Age!Differences!Influencing!Choice!of!Channel!Among!Customers:&According&to&Shi&
Laishun,&Vice&President&of&China&Travel&Service&(CTS),&there&are&extensive&differences&
in&choice&of&communication&channel&due&to&age&(China&Elite&Focus&2011).&While&older&
customers&tend&to&prefer&booking&through&traditional&travel&offices,&younger&clients&
use&online&channels&to&a&greater&extent.&This&information&was&further&confirmed&by&
Joanne&Lai,&Communication&Executive&at&Quintessentially.&Lai&claimed&that&younger&
clients&tend&to&book&through&eImail,&while&older&clients&mostly&prefer&phone&calls&or&
faceItoIface&interaction.&&&
&
Shi&Laishun&states&that&traditional&and&modern&communication&channels&are&not&
substitutes&to&one&another,&but&complement&each&other&and&represent&different&
functions&to&different&clients&(China&Elite&Focus&2011).&He&states&that&different&
customers&have&different&preferences,&which&again&cause&different&choices&among&
clients.&While&traditional&channels&(booking&offices&etc.)&offer&personal&interaction&
and&trustworthiness,&online&channels&provide&efficiency,&24/7&booking&possibilities,&
more&information&and&the&possibility&to&instantly&compare&several&offers.&China&Elite&
Focus&states&that&people&within&the&age&range&of&17I35&highly&appreciate&the&
features&of&online&channels&(2011).&Typically,&a&prospect&starts&by&searching&for&
available&offers&and&prices,&for&thereby&to&decide&which&travel&operator&to&contact&
directly.&Among&older&prospects,&the&lack&of&trust&in&information&given&on&online&
channels&is&the&main&obstacle&keeping&them&from&using&this&media.&Providing&
trustworthiness,&extensive&information&in&Chinese&and&an&opportunity&for&Chinese&
prospects&to&book&through&a&Chinese&intermediary&are&key&adaptations&when&
targeting&Chinese&buying&centres.&&
&
Conclusively,&one&may&mention&that&the&findings&related&to&suitable&communication&
channels&above&match&the&current&communication&strategies&of&Concierge&Masters:&
& & &
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Focusing&on&Networking,&Social&Media,&Public&Relations&and&Presentations&will&
probably&pay&off&in&the&Chinese&Market.&
7.2.2.4&Price&
As&mentioned&in&the&analysis&of&organisational&buying&behaviour,&price&is&a&decisive&
factor&when&Chinese&corporate&clients&evaluate&alternatives&during&their&buying&
process.&According&to&Juergen&Uren,&the&demand&for&quality&and&sophisticated&travel&
products&is&growing&among&Chinese&customers&(2009).&However,&despite&the&
increased&demand&for&quality,&price&consciousness&is&still&evident.&Jennie&Tang,&
Business&Development&Manager&at&Imagine&Asia&Pacific&Pty&Ltd,&claims&that&price&and&
quality&are&equally&important&in&the&B2B&outbound&travel&market&(2012).&
Consequently,&the&ability&to&balance&good&quality&and&a&price&perceived&fair&must&be&
considered&essential&when&serving&Chinese&companies.&According&to&Uren,&keeping&
the&pricing&transparent&is&the&main&factor&important;&avoiding&unforeseen&costs&
appearing&suddenly&to&the&Chinese&customer.&He&further&states&that&Chinese&
frequently&require&tips&to&be&included&in&the&package&price&of&a&travel&product:&
corporate&travellers&tend&to&feel&great&discomfort&if&constantly&asked&for&tip&abroad&
(2009).&&
!
Importance!of!Consistency!in!Price!Offerings:!The&need&to&keep&price&offerings&
consistent&is&due&to&the&power&of&networks,&personal&relationships&(Guanxi)&and&
“WOM&Square”&in&China.&The&Chinese&tend&to&discuss&any&product&information&with&
acquaintances,&and&prior&to&a&purchase&they&are&often&highly&aware&of&your&past&
offers.&Information&from&references&and&acquaintances&often&turns&out&essential&
when&a&buying&centre&evaluates&the&same&or&a&similar&product.&However,&keeping&
consistent&may&be&difficult&due&to&product&and&price&negotiations&when&relating&to&a&
Chinese&buying&centre.&Representative&from&Italy%Luxury%Travel&claims&that&heavy&
price&negotiations&are&unavoidable&when&serving&Chinese&customers&(COTTM&2012).&
Nevertheless,&despite&the&constant&need&for&negotiation,&it&is&essential&to&make&the&
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same&offers,&compromises&and&concessions&for&all&groups&served,&as&the&customers&
may&already&have&detailed&information&about&similar&purchases.&&&&
&
Customer!Retention!Affecting!Price:&According&to&Jennie&Tang,&Business&
Development&Manager&at&Imagine&Asia&Pacific&Pty&Ltd,&price&is&an&essential&factor&
when&deciding&where&to&purchase&travel&services.&Obviously,&a&relevant&challenge&is&
therefore&to&provide&the&best&service&possible&to&the&lowest&achievable&price.&
However,&if&pleased&with&a&product,&Chinese&customers&are&highly&likely&to&return&to&
the&same&provider&at&the&next&purchase&(Jennie&Tang&2012).&Limiting&the&costs&of&
attracting&new&customers;&the&profitability&of&customer&retention&is&highly&valued&in&
Chinese&travel&industry.&According&to&Jennie&Tang;&offering&niche&services&and&highly&
customised&products&will&enable&a&company&to&justify&a&higher&price.&Consequently,&
travel&companies&in&China&have&discovered&that&focusing&on&such&niches&increase&the&
possibility&to&gain&loyal&customers&and&the&possibility&to&defend&a&high&price.&&
Customer&retention&may&now&be&considered&more&important&than&a&large&customer&
portfolio&in&the&Chinese&corporate&market.&&
&
Chinese!Competitors!Pushing!Price!Decline:&In&a&report&on&Chinese&outbound&travel,&
Juergen&Uren&cites&difficulties&experienced&by&the&Scandinavian&Tourist&Board&(2009).&&
The&article&states&that&competition&from&Chinese&operators&based&within&Europe&has&
driven&prices&down,&making&it&impossible&for&European&agencies&to&compete&on&
price.&Consequently,&due&to&the&combination&of&low&prices&and&highly&customised&
products&offered&by&Chinese&agencies,&communicating&value&to&Chinese&clients&has&
traditionally&been&difficult&for&foreign&operators.&Nevertheless,&for&a&concierge&
company&like&CM,&this&challenge&may&simultaneously&represent&opportunities.&The&
nature&of&CM&is&to&connect&their&clients&with&service&providers&fitting&the&customer’s&
individual&needs.&Consequently,&by&choosing&service&providers&according&to&Chinese&
preferences&CM&may&gain&great&success&among&Chinese&clients.&
& & &
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Conclusive&Comments&I&Standardisation&vs.&Localisation&of&Marketing&Mix&&
Initially,&it&is&essential&to&acknowledge&that&need&for&sensitivity&towards&all&the&
aspects&above&vary&greatly&amid&different&segments&in&the&Chinese&market.&
According&to&Prof.&Dr.&Wolfgang&Arlt&urban&customers&tend&to&be&less&preoccupied&
with&these&aspects&compared&to&customers&with&rural&origin.&Simultaneously,&
customers&of&younger&generations&seem&more&indifferent&compared&to&older&people.&
Consequently,&awareness&of&geographical&and&demographical&variables&when&
targeting&Chinese&companies&may&be&crucial&to&succeed&when&developing&services.&
When&serving&a&highly&diversified&group,&like&a&business&delegation,&it&is&generally&
recommended&to&take&such&sensitivities&into&account.&Doing&so&is&a&great&way&to&
establish&credentials&in&the&Chinese&market,&proving&your&company’s&dedication&to&
serve&their&customers&in&the&best&possible&way.&If&the&sensitivities&mentioned&above&
are&mirrored&in&promotional&activities&and&efforts,&the&chances&of&reaching,&satisfying&
and&retaining&Chinese&customers&may&increase&considerably.&&
&
Consequently,&a&successful&marketing&mix&will&take&Chinese&needs,&wants&and&
demands&into&account.&In&order&to&reach&Chinese&customers,&promotion,!price!and!
place&activities&should&be&adapted&to&predominant&trends&and&preferences&in&the&
Chinese&market.&To&satisfy&customers&during&their&travel&experience,&adaptations&in&
the&actual&product&will&be&necessary.&Finally,&to&retain&clients,&extensive&efforts&
should&be&made&related&to&maintaining&relationships,&networking,&account&
management&and&post&Ipurchase&services.&
&
As&mentioned&in&the&internal&interview&with&Jan&Erik&Dietrichson,&CM&aims&to&keep&
marketing&functions&centralised&while&expanding&abroad.&However,&due&to&both&the&
need&for&adaptations&and&the&difficulties&regarding&language&when&targeting&Chinese&
customers,&this&strategy&may&turn&out&inconvenient.&Most&importantly,&centralised&
management&of&communication&and&promotional&functions&may&be&difficult.&
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Preferably,&promotional&activities&should&be&handled&by&Chinese&professionals,&
carried&out&through&Chinese&channels&in&the&Chinese&language.&However,&if&giving&up&
such&essential&functions&to&external&professionals,&the&importance&of&maintaining&
control&must&be&stressed.&Balancing&between&centralised&marketing&and&the&
delegation&of&responsibilities&without&losing&control&is&an&essential,&but&demanding&
assignment.&
7.2.3&Analysis&of&Entry&Strategies&
New&companies&that&want&to&enter&a&new&market&need&a&strategy&plan&on&how&the&
company&will&engage&in&the&market&and&how&they&will&be&represented.&According&to&
Solberg&(2009)&There&are&two&main&factors&that&influence&the&decision&regarding&
entry&strategy;&internal&resources&of&the&company&and&external&factors&in&the&target&
market.&&
Internal!Resources:&CM&is&a&small&company&with&few&resources.&The&internal&
resources&and&human&capital&of&CM&are&important&regarding&their&
internationalisation&ability.&As&discovered&in&the&internal&analysis&(6.1),&CM’s&tangible&
resources&are&limited&with&34&%&equity&and&66&%&liability.&This&means&that&a&possible&
expansion&into&China&should&be&done&with&exploiting&as&few&resources&as&possible.&
CM&states&that&the&company’s&knowledge&about&the&Chinese&market&is&limited,&
therefore&the&need&for&network&impacts&the&choice&of&entry&strategy.&&
External!Factors:&The&other&main&factors&which&influence&the&choice&of&entry&
strategy&is&the&external&environment&and&the&market&situation.&There&are&3&different&
aspects,&which&have&to&be&evaluated&when&developing&strategies;&customer&buying&
behaviour,&competition,&and&other&external&influences&(Solberg&2009).&&
1)&When&CM&is&developing&an&entry&strategy,&the&importance&of&market&knowledge&is&
essential.&Knowledge&about&the&customer&and&their&buying&behaviour&is&essential.&
& & &
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How&many&people&are&in&the&buying&centre?&&What&are&the&characteristics&of&the&
general&customer?&How&time&consuming&is&the&process?&During&the&external&analysis&
of&the&buying&behaviour,&the&interviewees&told&the&authors&that&there&are&differences&
between&the&older&generations&and&the&up&and&coming&generations.&These&are&
differences&such&as&use&of&emails&and&calls&and&basic&preferences&concerning&the&
products.&There&are&also&important&discoveries,&such&as&whom&the&representative&
should&communicate&and&have&contact&with.&The&information&found&in&this&analysis&
should&be&considered&when&entering&the&Chinese&market.&
2)&The&second&aspect&that&influences&the&entry&strategy&is&competition.&As&
mentioned&earlier,&the&concierge&market&is&developing&and&there&are&some&
competitors&on&the&market.&Throughout&the&competitor&analysis&the&authors&made&a&
cluster&analysis&that&showed&where&the&different&competitors&belonged.&CM&needs&to&
have&information&about&the&dominating&competitors&and&their&strategies&when&
evaluating&the&market.&The&authors&had&an&interview&with&the&one&of&the&largest&
Concierge&companies&in&the&world,&Quintessentially,&which&provided&the&thesis&with&
valuable&information.&Some&of&the&information&concerned&customer&adaptations&like&
product&specification&and&also&the&importance&of&brand&value&and&positioning&when&
choosing&concierge&firm.&&The&position&of&CM&compared&to&the&rest&of&the&concierge&
industry&need&to&be&defined&and&it&may&benefit&the&company&to&enter&the&market&
carefully.&
3)&There&have&been&many&restrictions&and&law&changes&concerning&outbound&
travelling&in&China.&The&legal&factors&have&a&direct&impact&when&choosing&strategy.&As&
mentioned&in&the&PESTEL&(5.1.1),&newly&enforced&restrictions&exclude&CM’s&
intentions&towards&a&wholly&owned&subsidiary,&and&CM&therefore&has&to&be&
represented&differently&in&the&market.&There&have&been&many&restrictions&towards&
outbound&travel&agencies,&but&the&growing&market&economy&is&changing&outbound&
travelling&restrictions,&making&it&easier&for&smaller&companies&to&enter&the&market.&
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The&PESTEL&presented&an&example&of&this;&where&the&new&threshold&regarding&
annual&revenue&before&entering&the&Chinese&market.&This&threshold&that&changed&
from&USD&40&million&to&RMB&300&000.&Thus,&as&long&as&CM&has&an&annual&income&
above&the&threshold,&there&will&not&be&any&further&complications&regarding&annual&
revenue.&In&2010&NTA&enforced&new&rules&allowing&smaller&foreign&companies&to&
enter&through&a&joint&venture&with&a&Chinese&company.&Hence,&if&Concierge&Masters&
is&entering&the&Chinese&market,&they&have&to&operate&with&an&indirect&shareholding&
structure&through&local&representatives&or&joint&ventures&etc.&consequentially,&the&
option&to&start&a&sales&office&without&joint&ventures&or&other&coIoperations&in&China&is&
excluded.&
When&the&authors&summarise&the&factors&influencing&the&choice&of&entry&strategy,&
one&question&remains:&
To&what&extent&does&CM&have&the&resources&to&control&the&quality&and&price&of&the&
products&compatible&to&the&wanted&position&in&the&market,&and&how&should&this&
control&be&structured?&
Entry!strategies:!First&option&is&an&agent&or&as&CM&calls&it,&a&“local&hero”.&&Solberg&
(2009)&states&that&this&means&that&CM&will&have&a&contact&person&who&handles&all&
contact&with&the&customer&directly&on&behalf&of&the&company.&&A&local&hero&has&
extensive&knowledge&about&the&market&and&the&product&and&is&an&effective&way&of&
networking&and&establishing&Concierge&Masters&in&China.&&A&local&hero&demands&
close&contact&and&usually&becomes&a&part&of&the&company.&However,&the&agent&
usually&is&paid&by&provision&and&tends&to&focus&more&on&the&price&than&the&quality&of&
the&product&(Solberg&2009).&There&will&also&be&complications&towards&ending&the&
partnership&since&the&local&hero&is&usually&protected&by&the&law&and&can&become&
quite&an&expense&for&the&company.&However&this&entry&strategy&would&be&very&
beneficial&for&CM,&since&they&have&limited&resources&and&this&form&is&less&expensive&
than&the&following.!
& & &
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The&second&option&is&strategic&alliances,&which&in&this&case&could&be&joint&ventures.&&
Joint&venture&would&be&very&beneficial&to&CM&to&gain&knowledge&about&the&Chinese&
market&and&access&to&the&partners&network&and&information.&If&CM&wishes&to&open&
an&own&sales&office,&they&have&to&do&it&through&a&joint&venture.&From&a&different&
aspect,&a&joint&venture&is&a&very&comprehensive&deal&and&CM&has&to&be&100&%&
committed&to&cooperate.&This&could&also&create&complications&due&to&the&fact&of&
limited&resources&and&CM&has&to&discuss&to&what&degree&of&control&over&their&
product&are&they&willing&to&give&up.&&
The&third&option&is&Greenfield&investments&or&acquisitions&where&CM&can&invest&or&
buy.&This&acquire&that&CM&has&an&organisational&structure&and&easily&applied&values&
and&procedures&(Solberg&2009).&This&strategy&is&also&very&expensive,&and&as&
mentioned&earlier&CM&does&not&have&capacity&to&increase&their&dept.&Therefore&this&
entry&strategy&may&be&discussed&after&gaining&access&to&the&Chinese&market.&&
Conclusive!comments:&All&the&entry&strategies&mentioned&could&benefit&CM,&but&
some&of&them&may&currently&be&too&comprehensive,&because&of&their&limited&
resources.&Another&aspect,&which&CM&has&to&be&aware&of&before&choosing&an&entry&
strategy,&is&control.&To&what&extent&is&CM&willing&to&give&up&control&when&entering&
China?&CM&has&always&vouched&for&quality&control&and&exceptional&service&and&there&
are&always&concerns&regarding&losing&this&when&trusting&an&agent&or&joint&ventures.&
According&to&Solberg&(2009),&some&complications&may&evolve&concerning&the&role&of&
the&representatives.&Many&companies&are&easily&persuaded&by&the&representative(s)&
in&terms&of&marketing&and&operations&in&the&market.&This&leads&to&loss&of&control&and&
give&too&much&power&to&the&agent&or&joint&venture,&and&they&may&wish&to&separate&
from&the&mother&company&at&some&point.&CM&does&not&have&the&resources&to&
supervise&and&control&all&of&the&details&coIoperating&with&the&local&representative.&&
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Chapter&8&
8.1&Strategy&Adaptations&
8.1.1&Strategic&Problem&Definition&
What!local!adaptations!are!needed!to!serve!the!Chinese!market?!
!
8.1.2&Conclusive&Comments&I&Localisation&vs.&Standardisation&&
&
The&mode&of&entry&recommended&below&is&standardised&and&in&accordance&with&the&
established&practices&of&Concierge&Masters.&Nevertheless,&the&need&for&localised&
adaptations&should&be&highly&emphasised&when&entering&the&Chinese&market.&When&
targeting&Chinese&corporate&markets,&exploiting&the&market&specific&knowledge&and&
experience&of&the&local&representative&will&be&crucial.&In&order&to&succeed,&local&
adaptations&should&be&implemented&in&strategies&especially&developed&for&the&local&
market.&Most&importantly,&the&need&for&localisation&is&evident&through&necessary&
adaptations&in&the&marketing&mix.&Chinese&customers&will&only&be&reached,&served&
and&retained&efficiently&if&local&characteristics&are&integrated&in&all&efforts&aimed&at&
the&specific&target&group.&&
&
Recommendations!Concerning!Target!Group:!CM&is&recommended&to&target&mainly&
privately&owned&companies&established&in&first&tier&cities.&The&local&representative&
should&most&preferably&be&located&in&the&Shanghai&area.&Beware&that&the&corporate&
travel&market&represents&highly&diversified&groups,&where&each&company&targeted&
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consists&of&people&with&highly&different&needs,&wants&and&preferences.&When&serving&
a&corporate&customer,&CM&will&serve&a&group&of&diversified&people,&possessing&
differences&due&to&age,&gender&and&other&characteristics.&
!
8.1.3&Goals&
When&aiming&to&develop&efficient&goals,&the&SMART&criteria&have&been&taken&into&
consideration:&Consequently,&the&goals&are&set&to&be&Specific,&Measurable,&
Attainable,&Relevant&and&Timely.&In&order&to&enter&and&adapt&efficiently&to&the&
Chinese&market,&the&following&goals&are&considered&essential&to&accomplish:&&
1. Establish&a&local&hero&in&Shanghai&within&one&year.&&
2. Develop&a&network&enabling&CM&to&gain&contact&and&serve&Chinese&customers&within&
one&year.&Through&the&following&recommended&channels:&
• Social&media&
• Agent&(“LocalIHero”)&
• Trade&fairs&
3. Develop&a&detailed&strategy&in&cooperation&with&the&local&hero&within&one&year.&
Focus&on&the&implementation&of&the&recommended&adaptations.&
4. Ensure&that&service&providers&are&adapted&to&Chinese&preferences&before&serving&
customers.&
5. Cover&the&investment&costs&of&operations&through&sales&in&the&Chinese&market&within&
3&years.&
8.1.4&Critical&Success&Factors&
In&order&to&reach&the&goals&stated&above,&as&well&as&adapt&successfully&to&the&Chinese&
market,&the&following&are&considered&crucial&factors:&&&
& & &
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1. Acquire&local&market&expertise&through&a&suitable&entry&strategy.&Improve&internal&
intangible&resources&by&assuring&transfer&of&local&knowledge&and&human&capital&from&
the&local&representative.&&
2. Maintain&focus&on&the&creation&and&development&of&extensive&market&networks&
(Guanxi).&
3. Decentralise&marketing&functions&by&transferring&responsibility&to&local&
representatives.&&
&
8.1.5&Strategic&Recommendations&
8.1.5.1.&Recommendations&Regarding&Entry&Strategy&
The&general&recommendations&will&be&based&on&the&authors&understanding&of&the&
Chinese&market&in&coordination&with&findings.&Thereby&the&limitations&will&be&
accordingly.&
The&author’s&recommendation&will&be&to&enter&the&Chinese&market&through&a&sales!
agent&as&done&with&the&other&recent&expansions.&This&recommendation&is&based&on&
internal&analysis&of&CM,&which&showed&limitations&concerning&financial&and&human&
resources.&The&local&hero&will&have&an&extensive&network&and&knowledge&regarding&
the&Chinese&market&and&is&also&the&least&expensive&alternative.&To&use&an&agent&as&a&
way&of&expanding,&paid&by&closed&sales&will&lessen&the&financial&strain&on&CM&thereby&
not&risk&the&operations&of&HQ.&CM&already&has&good&experience&with&this&expansion&
form&and&is&thereby&capable&of&handling&in&terms&of&control&and&development.&
In&order&to&establish&a&positive&cash&flow,&the&authors&recommend&building&on&firms&
known&form&the&Norwegian&market,&and&the&Norwegian&network&already&existing&in&
China.&This&can&help&kick&start&the&organisation&in&China.&In&addition&this&can&make&it&
possible&to&establish&a&network&with&Chinese&customers&through&introduction.&
& & &
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Throughout&the&external&analysis&the&authors&also&discovered&limitations&concerning&
external&factors&such&as&law,&market&development&and&competitors.&As&discussed&in&
the&PESTEL&Analysis&(5.1.1.),&there&are&many&restrictions&towards&outbound&
travelling,&making&it&hard&to&establish&representative&forms&as&sales&office,&and&due&
to&the&limited&resources&a&potential&joint&venture.&
As&found&in&the&thesis,&the&Chinese&B2B&travel&market&relies&on&personal&network&as&a&
way&of&smoothening&the&process&of&selling&the&services&of&Concierge&Masters.&
Following&the&establishment&of&a&stable&base&and&having&acquired&local&knowledge&
the&authors&recommend&further&expansion.&In&this&regard&the&authors&recommend&
developing&a&more&solid&organisation&in&terms&of&resources&(tangible&and&intangible).&
8.1.5.2&Recommendations&Regarding&Adaptations&in&Marketing&Mix&&
As&mentioned&in&the&paragraph&related&to&the&critical&factors&of&success&(8.1.4),&
Concierge&Masters&should&acquire&local&knowledge,&decentralise&marketing&functions&
and&focus&on&network&development&while&entering&the&Chinese&market.&The&same&
factors&may&be&considered&preconditions&when&developing&and&implementing&the&
adaptations&needed&in&the&marketing&mix:&
!
Gain!Local!Knowledge:&In&order&to&make&the&adaptations&necessary,&CM&should&
improve&their&understanding&of&Chinese&culture,&buying&behaviour,&legal&restraints,&
governmental&policies&and&other&external&factors.&Gaining&local&knowledge&is&an&
essential&first&step&before&aiming&to&serve&Chinese&customers&through&a&specialised&
marketing&mix.&When&ready;&local&knowledge&and&competence&should&be&applied&to&
marketing&strategies.&However,&obtaining&the&necessary&intangible&resources&is&a&
longIterm&process.&Consequently,&ensuring&a&continuous&learning&process&through&
the&right&attitudes,&embodiment&and&market&engagement&will&be&crucial&while&
serving&the&Chinese&market.&In&general,&local&knowledge&should&be&acquired&through&
further&research,&networking&and&knowledge&transfer&from&local&expertise.&Internal&
& & &
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commitment&and&continuous&market&interaction&will&be&the&main&factor&ensuring&
learning.&&
&
Decentralise!Marketing!Functions:&Decentralising&certain&marketing&functions&will&
be&necessary.&&In&order&to&reach&Chinese&prospects,&control&must&be&given&the&local&
agent&and&other&operators&with&expertise&regarding&local&culture.&Adaptations&
related&to&language&and&culture&especially&should&only&be&implemented&by&people&
preferably&possessing&native&knowledge.&This&will&also&provide&a&flexibility&often&
demanded&by&Chinese&corporate&travellers&in&the&post&purchase&stage&of&their&buying&
process.&However,&ensuring&that&CM&experiences&transfer&of&knowledge&throughout&
the&process&will&be&essential:&CM&should&be&engaged&in&the&expansion&process&and&
focus&on&maintaining&control&while&decentralising&marketing&functions.&&
Establish!the!Network!(Guanxi)!Necessary!to!Reach!Chinese!Prospects:&The&main&
focus&throughout&the&early&stages&of&expansion&should&be&the&development&of&an&
extensive&Guanxi.&Exploiting&the&capabilities&of&the&local&representative,&as&well&as&
utilising&local&marketing&channels,&should&be&emphasised.&However,&it&is&essential&to&
be&aware&of&the&risk&of&relying&on&local&representatives.&&If&the&local&hero&is&to&resign&
from&the&position,&extensive&human&capital&may&be&lost.&As&mentioned,&ensuring&
knowledge&transfer&concerning&local&culture&and&characteristics&must&be&stressed&
while&expanding&to&Chinese&markets.&
Establish&Brand&Awareness&
&
!Chinese&customers&should&be&served&in&accordance&to&Chinese&needs,&wants&and&
preferences.&Therefore,&the&authors&consider&the&factors&mentioned&above&
preconditions&for&establishing&a&brand&on&the&Chinese&market.&In&order&to&establish&
brand&awareness&and&reach&Chinese&prospects,&Concierge&Masters&should&make&
adaptations&in&place&and&promotional&strategies:!
& & &
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Place!Z!Choosing!the!Right!Channels:!The&authors&recommend&continuous&focus&on&
the&communication&channels&already&chosen&by&Concierge&Masters:&1)&Social&Media&
2)&Networks&and&3)&PR& &Presentations.&However,&use&of&the&respective&channels&will&
need&localised&adaptations:&
&
I Establish&a&brand&in&Chinese&markets&by&embracing&the&trend&of&internet&
advancement&and&social&media.&Adapt&to&Chinese&customers&by&exploiting&locally&
developed&social&media&platforms&like&Ushi,&Tianji,&QQ&and&Weibo.&LinkedIn,&
Facebook&and&Twitter&should&not&be&considered&sufficient&when&targeting&
Chinese&prospects,&but&may&be&used&as&additional&platforms.&!
I Exploit&the&market&network&and&knowledge&of&the&local&hero.&Develop&a&Guanxi&
by&attending&trade&missions&and&engage&is&social&media.&This&will&enable&CM&to&
embrace&the&favourable&consequences&of&WOM&Square.!
I Be&sure&to&interact&and&take&advice&from&professional&expertise&specialised&in&
local&knowledge&about&Chinese&markets.&!
!
Promotion!–!Establish!a!Brand!through!Adaptations!in!Promotional!Strategies:!!
!
I Acknowledge&the&importance&of&language.&Provide&information&in&Chinese,&both&
in&promotional&efforts&in&China&and&at&the&actual&destination.&Even&though&
Chinese&speak&English,&they&prefer&using&their&native&language.&Preferably,&all&
promotional&materials&should&be&translated&into&Chinese&Mandarin.&
I The&development&of&a&website&in&Chinese&should&be&considered&highly&necessary.&
I When&designing&promotional&materials&in&Chinese,&pay&also&attention&to&the&
actual&design,&layout,&message&and&structure.&Differences&in&perception&make&
this&equally&important&to&the&actual&translation.&Preferably,&a&local&operator&
should&develop,&not&only&translate&existing&material.&&&
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I Create&favourable&brand&attributes&for&a&Chinese&audience.&The&brand&name&
should&be&adapted&to&Chinese&preferences.&Do&not&expect&the&Chinese&to&answer&
positively&to&marketing&means&based&on&Western&ethnocentric&perceptions.&
Promote&the&brand&in&accordance&with&Chinese&perceptions.&&
&
Satisfy&Customers&through&Price&and&Product&Adaptations&
&
Ensuring&customer&satisfaction&may&only&be&done&if&acknowledging&Chinese&
characteristics.&In&order&to&serve&and&retain&Chinese&customers&efficiently,&Concierge&
Masters&should&make&the&following&adaptations&in&price&and&product&strategies:&&
Price!–!Choose!the!Right!Price!to!Attract!Chinese!Customers:!Even&if&the&actual&
product&is&considered&satisfying,&the&wrong&perceived&price&may&harm&the&overall&
value&of&an&offer.&Consequently,&ensuring&that&the&price&is&considered&fair&in&the&
Chinese&market&is&recommended.!
!
I Be&aware&that&Chinese&customers&tend&to&be&highly&sensitive&towards&
fluctuations&in&price.&They&tend&to&compare&several&offers&before&choosing&the&
one&providing&the&highest&perceived&value.&Price&is&considered&a&decisive&factor&
throughout&the&buying&process&of&Chinese&companies.&!
I Balancing&the&need&for&status,&luxury&and&a&price&considered&reasonable&is&
important.!
I Keep&prices&transparent:&Avoid&unforeseen&costs&appearing&during&the&trip&and&
be&consistent&in&price&offerings.&Include&all&costs&in&the&initial&price&offered.!
I Establish&competitive&advantages&in&order&to&defend&a&high&price.&Acknowledging&
aspects&mirroring&Chinese&culture&may&function&as&a&price&defender.&!
I Target&people&of&high&rank&and&positions,&as&they&usually&will&possess&the&most&
decisionImaking&power&and&influence&in&the&buying&the&centre.&Not&only&will&it&
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increase&the&possibility&of&achieving&sales,&it&may&also&shorten&the&time&of&their&
buying&process.&
Product!–!Ensure!Satisfaction!by!Providing!a!Tailor!Made!Product:!Product!
adaptations&may&only&be&implemented&through&an&extensive&cooperation&with&
service&providers&and&partners.&Ensuring&that&service&providers&adapt&to&Chinese&
needs,&wants&and&preferences&may&be&challenging,&But&highly&necessary&when&
serving&Chinese&customers.&
&
I Communicate&Chinese&needs,&wants&and&preferences&to&service&providers:!Make&
sure&Chinese&clients&feel&appreciated&by&offering&details&mirroring&their&culture.&!
I Acknowledge&that&even&one&corporate&customer&consists&of&highly&diversified&
people&in&terms&of&attitudes,&perception,&value&of&traditions&etc.&Be&aware&of&the&
differences&within&each&customer&group.&!
I Offer&product&details&mirroring&the&culture&of&Chinese&clients.&Focus&especially&on&the&
differences&between&the&first&and&second&wave&of&Chinese&customers.&&
I CM&is&advised&to&adapt&their&marketing&mix&to&include&service&24/7,&constantly&
being&available&to&make&adaptations&in&their&product&offerings.&&
Conclusive&Comments&
&
Even&though&the&lack&of&resources&limits&the&opportunities&of&Concierge&Masters,&the&
authors&firmly&believe&that&entering&China&will&be&a&strategically&sound&decision.&Due&
to&extensive&growth,&a&maturing&market&and&continuous&deregulation&by&authorities:&
the&Chinese&outbound&travel&market&represents&immense&opportunities&for&any&
company&managing&to&adapt&locally.&However,&there&are&two&preconditions&
influencing&the&success&of&Concierge&Masters&in&China:&1)&An&entry&into&Chinese&
market&s&will&only&succeed&if&CM&manages&to&implement&the&adaptations&mentioned&
throughout&this&thesis,&and&2)&the&importance&of&internal&commitment&must&be&
stressed.&Being&prepared&to&make&a&long&term&investment&based&on&strategic&
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motivation&is&essential.&CM&will&only&succeed&in&the&escalating&competitive&
environment&if&ensuring&strategic&engagement&within&the&company.&&
8.2 Alternative&Strategy&
Based&on&earlier&analyses,&the&authors&have&come&up&with&a&recommendation&
regarding&entry&strategy.&If&CM&does&not&pursue&this&option,&the&authors&have&also&
evaluated&an&alternative&strategy,&which&may&help&them&to&make&a&decision.&Another&
suitable&strategy&would&be&to&form&a&joint&venture.&However,&the&authors&have&
already&evaluated&this&option&and&have&come&to&terms&with&the&fact&that&CM&is&not&
ready&for&a&joint&venture.&The&internal&analysis&shows&that&there&are&limited&
resources,&and&CM&does&not&have&the&tangible&resources&a&joint&venture&demands.&
The&authors&therefore&present&the&following&option;&
I To!not!enter!the!Chinese!market!!
!
There&are&many&external&and&internal&factors,&which&have&been&analysed&throughout&
the&thesis&and&influence&CM&to&not&enter&the&market.&&
China&has&a&lot&of&restrictions&towards&outbound&travelling&which&complicate&the&
process&of&entering&the&market&smoothly.&CM&wishes&to&establish&an&own&sales&office&
but&restrictions&towards&this&method&makes&it&difficult&to&do&so.&If&CM&would&pursue&
this&option&they&would&have&to&form&a&joint&venture&with&a&Chinese&company,&and&
this&option&has&already&been&excluded.&There&are&also&cultural&factors,&which&
enhance&the&option&of&not&entering&China.&Concierge&Masters&has&no&network&in&
China&and&as&analysed&in&regard&to&Cultural&dimensions&(5.1.2),&the&importance&of&
“Guanxi”&has&to&be&considered.&CM&has&disadvantages&concerning&network&and&
contacts,&which&is&proven&to&be&essential&in&the&analysis.&&
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The&internal&analysis&showed&that&CM&lacks&both&tangible&and&intangible&resources&
internally.&CM&does&not&have&the&financial&resources&to&expand&at&the&moment&and&
there&will&be&investments&concerning&the&choice&of&entry&strategy.&Also&the&
intangible&resources&have&limitations&regarding&lack&of&market&knowledge&and&know&
how.&The&whole&process&of&entering&China&will&become&too&comprehensive,&and&
therefore&can&justify&the&reasoning&for&not&entering&China&as&the&situation&is&today.&
However,&despite&of&limited&resources&and&other&difficulties,&the&authors&
recommend&Concierge&Masters&to&enter&the&Chinese&market.&Adapting&some&aspects&
of&the&standardised&strategy&to&meet&local&needs&will&enable&Concierge&Masters&to&
penetrate&the&Chinese&market&efficiently.
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Interview&Findings&
External&interview&Findings&
In&Depth&Interviews&
Imagine!Asia!Pacific!
Jennie!Tang,!Business!Development!Manager!at!Imagine!Asia!pacific!Pty!Ltd.!
Professional!event!planner!&!project!manager!with!experience!from!events!such!as!
International!autoPshows!and!Worlds!Expo!pavilion.!
Customers!
I Both&small&and&large&companies&could&be&potential&customers&of&concierge&services.&
I Big&companies&don’t&necessarily&have&their&own&purchasing&departments.&Varies&with&
the&development&of&the&business.&
I Even&if&they&do,&they&will&work&together&with&the&company.&&
Buying!Centre!
I In&a&small&company&there&is&usually&not&more&than&1&person&making&the&purchase.&
I However,&there&will&often&be&a&general&manager&that&will&review&the&offer&before&the&
deal&is&done.&&
I Varies&with&company&development,&trade&and&persons&involved.&
I The&Chinese&often&consult&with&others&before&making&the&final&decision.&
I The&higher&up&in&management&you&reach,&the&faster&decision.&
I Often&the&initiator&consults&with&a&purchasing&department,&and&then&with&a&manager&
to&get&the&final&approval.&
I They&often&know&roughly&what&they&want&and&what&is&possible&to&do&before&making&
contact.&
I Usually&use&the&Internet&as&a&way&to&do&preIresearch.&
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I They&usually&take&around&1&month&to&make&the&final&decision&on&events.&
How!do!you!come!in!contact!with!your!customers?&
I Many&different&ways,&they&might&contact&even&contact&you.&
I It&is&possible&to&do&push&selling&however&you&should&have&some&notion&about&the&
current&need&from&an&insider/contact.&
I To&know&someone,&Guanxi,&is&very&important.&
I It&is&impossible&to&make&the&first&contact&through&EImail.&
I Personal&meeting&is&very&important.&&
I A&third&party&is&often&the&best&way&of&getting&introduced.&
Buying!criteria&
I Price&is&very&important&when&it&comes&to&events&and&middle&management.&
I They&want&services&that&will&develop&their&business&in&terms&strengthening&
relationships&or&building%Face.&&&
I Price&is&not&that&important&when&it&comes&to&senior&management.&
I Service&could&be&a&way&of&exceeding&the&customers&demand&however&price&has&to&be&
evaluated.&
Other&
I Harmony&during&negotiation&is&common&until&price&is&being&discussed.&
I Loyalty&is&very&important.&
I Build&relationships&with&your&customers.&&
I To&have&some&that&understands&the&little&details&in&culture&is&important.&Foreigners&
tend&to&be&to&rough.&
I Offers&should&be&sent&in&PDF&with&a&detailed&draft.&
!
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Quintessentially&
Joanne!Lai,!Communication!Executive!at!Quintessentially.!Joanne!Lai!specialises!
within!corporate!communication,!event!management,!PR,!luxury!lifestyle!and!
customer!relations.!Quintessentially!is!the!world’s!largest!concierge!service!with!
service!in!more!than!60!cities!around!the!world.!
Macro!environment!
D Quintessentially&did&not&experience&any&legal&restraints&when&entering&the&Chinese&
market.&And&have&established&offices&in&Beijing,&Hong&Kong&and&Shanghai.&Moreover&
they&have&expansion&plans.&
D There&have&not&been&any&restrictions&concerning&outbound&travel.&The&reason&for&
having&an&office&is&mainly&because&of&the&growing&economy&and&the&fact&that&HK&is&
very&popular.&
D The&Chinese&travellers&tend&to&prefer&international&firms&due&to&brand&and&security&
reasons.&
D The&strong&Internet&regulations&have&an&effect.&Quintessentially&use&Email,&Facebook,&
twitter,&blog,&and&Weibo&in&order&to&reach&the&Chinese&customer.&So&you&see&we&use&
both&social&media&and&Chinese&social&media.&
D Chinese&members&tend&to&use&Internet&in&a&smaller&extent&than&their&international&
counterparts.&Especially&people&between&35I40&years&old&contact&us&directly.&
Younger&members&tend&to&use&Email&to&send&us&their&details.&
D Chinese&tend&to&pay&more&attention&to&brand&than&pricing.&In&comparison&to&their&
international&counterparts.&They&are&willing&to&pay&for&the&experience,&quality&is&less&
important.&The&western&customers&are&more&concerned&about&the&experience,&
unique&more&assistant&regarding&the&daily&program,&bookings&and&quality&is&more&
important.&
!
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!
Target!customers!
!
D The&portfolio&consists&of&men&or&women&30I50,&professional&business&people.&
Corporate&clients&consist&of&global&international&banks,&telecom&companies&and&more&
clients&from&China&in&addition&to&car&brands.&
D The&customer&base&is&mainly&international&clients&however&there&has&been&an&
increase&the&last&2&years&in&Chinese&customers.&
D Most&of&the&customers&come&from&big&cities.&
D Now&it&is&more&important&to&have&a&unique&experience.&TailorImade&to&fit&their&style&
and&trend.&Before&standard&luxurious&trips&was&the&norm.&
D It&is&important&to&have&a&good&customer&retention&strategy.&By&using&our&network&we&
can&invite&customer&and&other&VIP&to&events&with&other&luxurious&partnering&brands.&
Gift&bags,&mother’s&day&cupcakes&and&cookies,&appreciations.&EDMIhappy&Chinese&
newIyear&greetings&are&things&we&use&to&retain&customers.&
D In&general&we&can&help&the&customer&with&everything&form&arranging&flights,&booking&
meeting&rooms&to&recommending&a&Michelin&star&restaurant.&We&also&Email&VIP&in&
order&to&tell&them&what’s&going&on&each&week.&
&
The!buying!process!
!
D When&it&comes&to&how&many&contact&point&we&usually&have&2I3&is&the&norm&at&the&
partnering&company.&General&manager,&PR&director,&Marketing&director&and&Creative&
director&are&the&normal&level&we&operate&with.&
D We&usually&do&not&advertise,&however,&we&do&extensive&PR&and&utilise&our&network&in&
addition&to&calling&inquiring&about&partnership&ideas&as&a&way&of&attracting&new&
customers.&
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D Guanxi&is&extremely&important.&Our&extensive&network&globally&help&our&corporate&
clients&to&gain&access&to&exclusive&events&such&as&the&fashion&week.&Our&focus&in&on&
exclusiveness.&If&a&company&do&not&know&how&to&enter&an&event&we&can&help.&
D Companies&in&China&is&fast&in&decisionImaking,&so&once&they&think&they&have&reached&
the&right&company,&they&just&want&the&deal.&Companies&in&Hong&Kong&might&use&
more&time&when&making&a&decision,&because&big&hierarchy,&management&levels.&
D But&also&depends&on&the&company.&NB!!Which!level!of!management!you!get!in!
touch!with!first.!HK&taker&3I4&months&before&consider.&
D Go&through&different&levels&=more&time&consuming.&
D HK&knows&exactly&what&they&want&and&mostly&need&service&in&order&to&access&events.&
Mainland&however&does&not&usually&know&what&they&want.&Mainland&often&uses&us&
to&explore&the&alternatives.&Most&of&the&responsibility&of&product&design&is&given&to&
quintessentially.&
D The&criteria&most&emphasised&is:&
I&Chinese:&fame,&price,&reputation,&service&
I&Western:&Depend&on&witch&level&of&highIend&market.&For&middle&and&low&the&most&
important&is&price.&Higher&level&will&spend&more.&
&
Marketing!mix!changes!
!
D We&use&different&communication&channels,&Chinese&want&to&use&telephone,&western&
companies&use&emails.&Western&might&work&together&to&create&marketing&campaign.&
Not&use&on&Chinese&market,&they&prefer&face&2&face.&
D We&have&Chinese,&English&and&Cantonese&speakers&to&reach&to&different&segments.&
Chinese&people&prefer&Chinese.&&
D Adaptations&to&Chinese&market,&websites&is&in&Chinese&too,&weibo&we&got&last&year.&
Chinese&have&official&company&pageI&b2b&interaction&there.&&
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Chunguo.org.cn!
Maggie!Zhang,!Special!Product!Manager!at!Chunguo.org.cn.!Chunguo!is!an!
Internet!platform!that!offers!customers!an!easy!browse!through!the!different!
travel!agencies!available.!Also!help!conduct!Internet!optimisation!and!to!refine!
your!product!to!the!Chinese!market.!
The!customers&
Information!Search&
I Use&the&Internet&to&find&information&about&different&options&and&services.&
I Examine&the&product&to&see&whether&it’s&suitable&before&taking&contact.&
I It’s&important&to&educate&the&customer,&get&them&to&know&your&product.&&
&
Selection!Criteria&
I Customers&will&often&choose&between&the&different&offerings&available&online.&
I Price&is&very&important&in&China,&but&it&will&vary.&
I The&customer&usually&has&a&prefixed&budget.&
I Chinese&customers&demand&a&lot&of&flexibility,&as&they&will&change&their&mind&
constantly.&A&lot&of&lastIminute&changes&are&likely&to&be&demanded.&&
I Rather&than&preferring&Chinese&companies&they&will&be&looking&at&your&services&and&
decide&whether&or&not&you&are&suitable.&
&
Coming!in!contact!with!customers&
I TwoIway&communication.&
I Those&who&know&exactly&what&they&want&choose&between&the&products&and&will&
book&online.&
I The&customer&will&fill&out&an&applicationIform&and&get&confirmation&via&EImail.&
& & &
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I Those&who&are&looking&for&a&more&customised&offer&will&take&contact&by&phone&
I It&doesn’t&seem&to&be&too&important&with&personal&communication.&The&role&of&
personal&communication&(or&selling)&seems&to&be&motivated&by&the&need&for&productI
specification,&rather&than&the&need&for&building&a&relationship.&(It%is%important%to%
remember%that%Chunguo%is%an%Internet%based%company%and%therefore%will%attract%
customers%who%are%comfortable%using%this%channel.%As%a%consequence%they%will%have%
different%characteristics%than%customers%that%are%not%comfortable%using%the%Internet.%
In%other%words,%although%customers%who%use%the%Internet%don’t%have%a%strong%need%
for%personal%communication%we%shouldn’t%generalise%this%to%all%customers).&&
&
Segments&
I It&is&easier&and&more&profitable&targeting&the&privateIowned&enterprises.&They&are&
much&more&actively&seeking&these&kinds&of&products&with&an&aim&at&expanding&their&
business&abroad.&&
I When&doing&this&they&seek&companies&with&local&knowledge&to&arrange&both&logistics&
but&also&come&in&contact&with&&
I Compared&to&stateIowned&enterprises&they&have&larger&travel&budgets&and&are&
prepared&to&spend&more&money.&&
I The&decision&making&process&in&stateIowned&enterprises&is&also&considerably&more&
timeIconsuming.&&&
&
General!advice!on!adaptations&
I Language&is&important,&but&not&the&most&important&aspect.&EnglishIskills&are&
improving&among&Chinese&companies.&&
I It’s&very&important&to&educate&customers&about&the&possibilities&abroad.&It’s&not&that&
Chinese&customers&don’t&need&services&like&this&it’s&more&that&they&don’t&know&they&
& & &
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need&them.&The&market&is&therefore&likely&to&grow&more&and&more&as&people&get&
more&knowledge.&&
I In&general,&trust&is&very&important&in&China.&The&advantages&of&building&a&relationship&
isn’t&only&isolated&to&each&customers,&it&may&also&access&to&the&customers&network.&&
&
Viva!Tours!Las!Vegas&
Glen!Yuen,!Senior!vice!president!of!operations.!Viva!tours!are!a!VIP!concierge!
service!that!offers!special!treatment!to!companies!in!addition!to!the!private!
market.!Their!specialty!is!Las!Vegas.!
Getting!in!touch!with!customers!
I KTV&and&other&informal&meeting&places&are&great&to&build&network.&
I Customers&operate&in&packs&and&they&all&know&each&other.&If&you&know&one&you&will&
get&access&to&other&customers&as&well.&&
I Be&aware&of&how&you&do&business&with.&If&you&do&it&with&the&“wrong&clients”&others&
might&not&do&business&with&you”.&
I It’s&getting&more&common&with&Internet,&but&a&lot&of&Chinese&customers&are&still&
hesitant.&In&general,&challenging&reaching&customers&with&Internet.&Online&is&growing,&
but&personal&selling&is&still&the&most&dominant&channel.&&
I The&customer&might&find&information&about&some&of&your&services&however&they&
want&you&to&design&the&final&package.&
&
Selection!criteria!
&
I Chinese&people&are&very&concerned&about&bragging&rights&and&signalling&status.&
I They&are&increasingly&looking&for&the&untraditional&which&demands&a&lot&of&
customisation.&&
& & &
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I Differs&between&lower&and&higher&management.&
!
DecisionZmaking!process!
I It’s&still&very&hierarchical&with&the&manager&usually&being&important&in&the&decisionI
making.&&
I However,&this&seems&to&be&changing&as&the&assistants&are&increasingly&taking&care&of&
the&travel&arrangements&for&their&superior.&“It&is&decentralising”.&&
I As&a&consequence,&assistants&may&be&gatekeepers&in&the&sense&that&they&will&perform&
a&lot&of&the&information&search,&and&as&purchasers&in&the&sense&that&they’re&
increasingly&making&all&the&arrangements.&&&
I Whenever&possible&reach&as&high&as&you&can.&The&process&will&go&much&faster&as&the&
big&boss&always&will&have&the&final&saying.&
&
Segments!
I A&growing&trend&of&extending&business&trips,&where&the&focus&is&on&experiences&
rather&than&businessIrelated&activities.&“Extra&days&and&tellInoIoneItours”.&
I These&secret&tours&are&common&in&state&owned&as&well&as&private&firms.&
I Still&those&who&are&only&interested&in&pure&functional&products.&&
I This&is&varying&with&the&customer’s&spending&power&and&how&budgetIsensitive&they&
are.&
&
Adaptations!
D Language&is&clearly&an&important&factor;&as&the&customer&feels&more&relaxed&using&his&
or&her&own&language.&However&English&is&common&to&know&in&highIlevel&
management.&&
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D If&the&customer&wants&you&should&be&prepared&to&arrange&for&Chinese&speaking&
guides,&and&so&on.&
D Generally&the&customer&will&tell&you&straight&out&if&something&does&not&meet&their&
standard.&
&
Shanghai!GlobalOneSource!Co.!Ltd!
Liangping!Cheng!Executive!Manager,!Shanghai!GlobalOneSource!Co.!Ltd!
The!government!encourages!export!
I 5&year&taxIbenefits&for&exporters&&
I LocationIbenefits&in&Shanghai:&Certain&areas&where&it’s&cheaper&to&have&your&
business.&Export&Industry&Park&close&to&the&harbour.&&
&
Information!Search!
I If&it’s&with&people&you&know&it’s&sufficient&to&just&call&or&send&an&EImail.&If&it’s&
something&that&is&exactly&what&you’ve&bought&before&you’ll&just&replace&the&order.&&
I If&you&have&no&prior&relationship&you&have&to&build&a&relationship&or&at&least&trust&
with&the&supplier.&&
I This&is&done&by&meeting&them&faceItoIface&and&to&check&their&facilities.&Sometimes&
the&supplier&is&just&another&middleman&and&they&won’t&have&a&factory.&When&you&go&
to&the&factory&some&of&the&first&people&you’ll&meet&are&a&lot&of&sellers.&They’re&usually&
not&able&to&answer&too&many&questions&so&if&you&want&detailed&information&you’ll&be&
referred&to&the&manager,&or&some&other&superior.&He/she&will&show&you&around&the&
factory&and&try&to&win&you&over&in&different&ways,&such&as&buying&you&dinner.&&&
I You&may&even&sit&with&the&leaders&from&all&departments&and&discuss&what&you&want&
and&your&specifications.&&
& & &
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I TradeIfairs&are&also&a&good&way&to&come&in&contact&with&both&customers&and&
suppliers,&as&they&usually&are&more&serious&and&professional.&&
I But&online&is&being&used&more&and&more.&Alibaba&is&a&site&where&it’s&easy&to&meet&
both&Chinese&and&foreigners&interested&in&doing&business.&&
!
Evaluating!Alternatives!
I Trust.&It&is&very&difficult&to&find&a&supplier&you&can&trust.&&&
I Price&is&very&important.&If&the&price&is&too&high&it&will&ruin&the&margins.&Willing&to&pay&
for&better&quality&or&to&solve&a&problem&that&has&occurred.&&
ProductZspecifications!
I You&have&to&be&very&specific&with&the&specifics&of&what&you&are&ordering&or&they&may&
change&some&small,&but&key&details.&
&
PostZpurchase!
I The&suppliers&will&change&the&prices&and&other&specifications&that&have&been&agreed&
upon.&&
I Chinese&are&often&opportunistic&and&often&don’t&care&about&the&relationship,&only&the&
transaction.&&
I However,&it&may&improve&if&you&are&able&to&build&a&relationship&with&them&and&make&
them&care&about&you.&I&may&go&to&the&factory&and&help&them&with&finishing&
something&I’ve&ordered&if&time&&
I It’s&much&more&predictable&doing&business&with&foreign&companies.&They&are&reliable&
and&will&follow&up&on&what&you&agreed&on.&&
I You&should&take&care&of&your&customers.&Taking&care&of&your&customers&is&taking&care&
of&yourself.&&
I Small&gifts&and&signs&of&appreciation&beyond&the&payment&will&be&good&for&the&
relationship.&
& & &
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Appendix&2&
Field&interviews&
Ecuador!Travel!
A!stand!promoting!travel!to!Ecuador!and!the!Galapagos!islands.!
Challenges!
I Language&poses&a&challenge&when&dealing&with&the&Chinese&customer.&
I Knowledge&of&the&Chinese&consumers&can&be&limited&to&some&popular&destinations.&
They&don’t&know&where&Ecuador&is.&
I The&customers&seem&to&be&a&little&sceptical&when&they&do&not&know&the&destination.&
I Be&aware&of&different&communication&styles.&
&
Speed!tourism!
A!company!focusing!on!adrenaline!filled!travels.!
Coming!in!contact!with!customers!
I Internet&is&very&difficult&as&there&are&many&search&engines&and&firms&that&offer&
optimisation.&
I The&customer&might&want&to&browse&your&products&and&make&up&their&mind&about&
your&trustworthiness&before&calling&to&make&the&final&arrangements.&&
I Chinese&customers&prefer&personal&selling.&
I To&know&the&culture&and&language&is&definitely&a&way&of&smoothening&the&process.&
!
& & &
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PESTELZ!Challenges!
I The&challenge&is&to&get&the&permits&that&you&need.&
I You&have&to&come&in&contact&with&the&right&officials&and&then&you&have&to&convince&
them&to&help&you.&
I You&convince&them&by&giving&them&gifts&or&money.&Knowing&how&much&to&give&is&
important.&If&you&give&too&little&the&process&will&take&longer.&
I Everybody&wants&to&get&something&from&you,&“earn&profit”&
I A&timeIconsuming&process&that&is&even&harder&for&foreigners&
&
Italy!Luxury!
Giulio!Abbate!CEO!&!Corrado!Ascione!Assistant.!Italy!Luxury!is!a!high!end!Italian!
concierge!firm.!
Challenges!
I Every&customer&claims&to&be&VIP&however&they&might&not&be.&
I They&will&declare&interest,&specify&what&they&want&and&then&after&a&lot&of&effort&they&
will&make&a&ridiculous&offer&that&won’t&even&cover&the&transportationIcost.&
I Chinese&customers&are&not&willing&to&spend&as&much&money.&
I Not&easy&to&come&in&contact&with&the&“right&people”,&you&have&to&know&people.&
I You&cannot&open&your&own&salesIoffice&(on&the&question&as&to&whether&they&
considered&sending&European&customers&into&China&as&well&as&out).&
I Should&consider&a&consultancyIrole.&
&
Advice!
I Go&slow;&get&experience&and&knowledge&about&the&market.&
I Do&not&expect&to&earn&money&the&first&3&years.&
& & &
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I Work&on&your&PR&and&network.&
I Build&Guanxi.&
&
Sweden!tours!
Agneta!Isacsson,!President.!Sweden!tours!specialises!in!tours!to!Sweden!and!to!the!
Northern!parts!of!Norway.!
D Language&definitely&makes&it&harder&to&build&a&customer&base.&
D The&culture&is&different&form&the&Swedish&thereby&they&find&it&strange&when&
customers&drop&out&at&the&last&second.&
D Network&is&the&best&way&to&start&up&in&China.&If&you&just&enter&the&market&you&will&get&
nowhere.&
D The&customer&seems&to&have&limited&knowledge,&however&they&have&often&read&
about&our&products&before&taking&contact.&Usually&done&by&Email&and&the&final&details&
are&done&by&personal&contact&through&phone&or&meeting.&
D They&will&usually&let&you&know&is&there&is&anything&wrong&with&the&product&and&last&
minute&changes&are&common.&
&
China!Business!Network!
Jason!Chen,!operations!manager.!China!Business!Network!is!a!firm!that!consults!
startPups!in!the!Chinese!market.!They!provide!introductions!to!networks,!webpage!
optimisation!for!the!Chinese!market!as!well!as!building!a!network!between!the!
member!firms.!
D Network&is&essential&when&doing&business&in&China.&It&smoothens&the&process.&
D Direct&contact&without&proper&introduction&can&be&hard,&as&they&will&not&trust&you.&
D Language&is&a&thing&that&should&be&dealt&with.&You&might&lose&a&lot&of&customers&if&
you&do&not&provide&both&an&English&as&well&as&a&Chinese&web&page.&
& & &
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D It&is&sometimes&hard&for&foreigners&to&get&the&right&certification&due&to&bribes&and&not&
knowing&the&culture&properly.&
Quality!Golf!Destinations!
Pannagan!Boonyawattanaleut,!Company!Director.!Quality!Golf!Destinations!is!a!
travel!agency!from!Thailand!focusing!on!golf!tours.!
D Language&should&be&dealt&with.&The&difficulties&with&language&Is&the&reason&why&they&
had&an&interpreter&as&part&of&their&team.&
D Contact&persons&varies&however&higher&level&management&usually&has&the&final&say.&&
D Entering&the&Chinese&market&should&be&done&slowly&as&it&takes&time&to&establish&a&
proper&network.&After&this&is&done&the&process&goes&a&lot&easier.&
D Learning&from&your&customers&and&adapt&as&you&go&might&be&the&best&way&for&firms&
that&offer&easy&adaption&products&such&as&travel.&However&some&research&should&be&
done&in&advance.&
&
Grande!Tours!&!Travels!
Dr.!Satya!Prakash,!Inbound!Relations!Manager!&!Gurshish!Singh!Sahni!Director.!
Grande!Tours!Travels!is!an!Indian!travel!agency!focusing!on!the!Chinese!outbound!
travel!market.!
D Adaption&and&learning&is&important&in&terms&of&reaching&customers.&
D Will&recommend&having&a&Chinese&web&page,&pamphlets&and&other&commercial&
material.&
D The&customer&seems&to&rely&on&personal&network&and&trust.&
D Building&network&is&important.&
D The&Chinese&customer&tends&to&rely&on&personal&recommendations&from&their&own&
network.&
& & &
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Appendix&3&
Internal&Interview&Findings&
Concierge!Masters!
The!internal!interview!was!conducted!with!Jan.!E.!Dietrichson,!Owner!and!coP
founder!of!CM.!
&Financial!Resources!
D The&financial&assets&are&mainly&used&to&finance&advances&to&suppliers.&
D The&financial&base&for&an&expansion&into&China&is&not&solid.&
D Norwegian&banks&are&anxious&to&finance&small,&newly&established&companies&at&the&
current&situation&is.&
D CM&wishes&mainly&to&use&agents&paid&by&closed&sales&as&a&way&to&expand.&However&
costs&related&to&telecommunication&and&office&should&be&no&problem.&
&
Intangible!Resources!
D There&is&no&reason&not&to&service&a&market&from&a&market&or&product&point&of&view.&
Whatever&the&location.&However&from&a&financial&point&you&should&“Earn&the&money&
before&you&use&them”.&
D The&market&orientation&is&restrained&due&to&the&financial&situation.&As&it&is&with&most&
newly&established&companies.&
D CM&is&always&seeking&new&possibilities.&
D The&cultural&understanding&is&limited&to&having&representatives&in&3&Scandinavian&
countries.&No&earlier&experience&dealing&with&the&Chinese&market.&
& & &
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D An&expansion&into&China&is&an&expansion&the&management&would&be&committed&to&
however&they&are&not&always&agreeing.&
&
Motivation!
!
D An&expansion&into&China&would&be&regarded&as&Operative&with&the&main&motivation&
being&a&growing&middle&class&and&1,3&billion&people.&
&
Readiness!
!
D The&organisation&might&be&ready&for&an&expansion.&The&main&restrains&would&be&
personnel&resources&at&HQ.&
D The&only&way&CM&find&suitable&for&an&expansion&is&agents&paid&by&closed&sales.&
&
Agents!
!
D The&main&reason&why&CM&uses&sales&agents&as&a&way&of&expanding&is&that&they&live&
and&work&within&the&marketplace.&They&utilise&friends&and&network&to&build&the&
company.&And&they&usually&love&what&they&are&doing&and&usually&have&large&
networks.&
D The&negative&side&of&using&agents&as&a&way&of&expanding&is&the&geographic&distance.&
Thereby&making&it&impossible&for&faceItoIface&communication.&However&the&
experience&has&been&positive&and&CM&feels&that&they&have&control.&
D The&marketing&is&centralised.& &
& & &
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Appendix&4&
&
Quintessentially!
Joanne!Lai,!Communication!Executive.!Quintessentially!was!founded!in!2002!as!a!
British!company,!this!firm!focuses!on!the!“luxury!lifestyle”.!Having!offices!in!53!
cities!worldwide!where!10!in!Asia.!Quintessentially!has!a!firm!grip!as!the!world’s!
only!true!global!concierge.!Headquarters!are!located!in!London!and!recently!Hong!
Kong!China.!Quintessentially!consists!of!23!smaller!sister!companies!in!addition!the!
the!firm!itself!servicing!both!private!and!professional!market,!
Focus:!
Quintessentially&focuses&on&24/7&7&days&a&week&service&with&dedicated&account&
managers&providing&customers&with&service&in&concierge,&travel,&beauty,&restaurant&
recommendations&and&access&to&exclusive&events.&
Grip!on!the!Chinese!market:!
They&have&a&relatively&good&cultural&knowledge&within&the&company&and&they&know&
both&Mandarin&as&well&as&Cantonese.&Heaving&offices&on&Shanghai,&Hong&Kong&and&
Beijing&we&see&
Limits&their&membership&to&50&members&per&city.&Charging&annual&fee&of&38.000&
Yuan.&Premium&packages&are&going&for&around&300.000&Yuan.&Already&has&around&
200&members&in&China&and&receives&around&20I30&new&applications&a&month.&See&a&
spread&of&the&trend&spread&to&second&tier&cities&like&Hangzhou&and&Wenzhou&seeing&
young&entrepreneurs&as&a&critical&market&to&come.&
& & &
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&
Segment:!
Corporate!membership:!
• From&SMEs,&MMEa,&to&MNCs&
• Private&banks,&law&firms,&advertising&agencies,&property&developers,&luxury&
brands,&media&companies&etc.&
• Gift&membership&to&VIP&clients&
• Gift&membership&as&part&of&employee&remunerations&packages&
• Internal&corporate&membership&to&provide&key&senior&managers&with&access&
to&high&profile&events,&networks&and&VIPs&
&
Individuals:&Members&of&Quintessentially&are&individuals&who&highIlevel&in&terms&of&
corporate&decisionImaking,&political&influence,&celebrity&status,&personal&wealth,&and&
have&a&strong&and&stable&spending&power.&Capped&the&number&of&members&in&Honk&
Kong&at&2&000.&A&majority&of&these&are&CIlevel&corporates.&
• High&net&worth&
• Typical&aged&30I55&
• Men&and&women&60:40&split&
• Entrepreneurs&over&60%&Chinese&
• Around&80%&hold&board&member&status&
• Travel&extensively&for&both&business&and&leisure.&(Globally&minded)&
• Urban,&socially&savvy,&intelligent,&affluent,&and&cosmopolitan&
• Time&poor&
• Innovators&and&early&adopters&of&new&products&and&services&
• Want&bespoke&experiences&with&an&exclusivity&and&talkIability&factor&
& & &
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• Urban&cosmopolitan,&sociable,&CEO`s,&entrepreneurs,&celebrities,&sports&stars&
&
On!average!they:!
• Stay&at&5Istar&properties&for&45&days&each&year&
• Own&multiple&cars&and&have&classic&car&collections&
• Fly&primarily&firs&and&business&class&on&Cathay&pacifies,&virgin&Atlantic,&British&
airways,&Singapore&airlines&and&emirates&
• 55%&own&properties&in&two&or&more&countries&
&
Reputation:!
Customers:!Quintessentially&focuses&on&superb&customer&service&and&will&do&much&to&
provide&customers&with&the&best&possible&satisfaction.&Thereby&their&customers&
regard&quintessentially&as&a&firm&that&delivers,&takes&care&of&its&customers&and&fell&
that&they&are&part&of&an&elite.&Thus&the&word&of&mouth&seems&to&attract&attention.&
Joins&to&build&network&and&get&contacts&that&can&help&improve&their&career.&
Professional!media:&Quintessentially&has&worked&the&press&for&many&years&collecting&
good&testimonials.&All&from&“who&said&travel&was&stressful?”&to&“hard&to&please&
costumers,&don’t&even&bother.&Let&Quintessentially&do&the&work”&
Types!of!membership!offered!private!customers:!
• Dedicated:&one&on&one,&dedicated&support&from&9&am&to&6&pm,&from&a&
personal&lifestyle&manager&in&Hong&Kong&with&the&24&hour&support&of&the&
askQ&team&in&Hong&Kong&and&globally.&Offering&a&highly&proactive&and&
personal&service,&plus&quintessentially&full&range&of&membership&benefits&and&
offers.&
& & &
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• Dual!dedicated!membership:&This&bespoke&membership&has&been&tailored&to&
suit&those&who&are&frequent&travellers&between&2&cities.&It&allows&you&to&have&
a&dedicated&manager&in&Hong&Kong&one&other&quintessentially&officer&for&that&
truly&personalised&service&in&the&cities&that&you&need&the&most.&
• Elite:&at&the&global&elite&membership&level&you&can&guarantee&
Quintessentially&will&have&the&expertise&and&insider&information&to&get&you&
what&you&want&wherever&and&whenever&you&want&it.&Priority&will&be&given&to&
all&events&with&a&team&of&personal&elite&account&managers&in&all&of&
quintessentially&territories&witch&span&the&globe.&HK&300.000&per&year&with&no&
joining&fee.&
• Offers&special&memberships&to&firms&and&corporate.&
&
Corporate!membership!structures:!
• Direct!Client!Membership:!Bulk&membership,&coIbranding,&white&labelling,&
membership&call&quintessentially&direct.&
&
• Internal!Membership:!Support&mechanism,&corporate&partner&deals&with&a&
dedicated&account&manager&at&quintessentially.&Reward&and&recognition&for&
staff&and&senior&management.&
&
Key!advantages:!
• Private&membership&club&where&confidentiality&is&paramount.&
• One&global&centralised&CRM&system&across&60&offices.&
• One&stop&global&marketing&solution.&
• Data&capture&and&research&on&VIP&clients.&
• Dedicated&business&development&teams&locally&and&globally.&
& & &
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• Ability&to&create&a&twoIway&partnership&for&quintessentially&corporate&
partners.&
• 60&physical&local&offices&and&teams&globally&with&local&knowledge&and&
networks.&
• Quintessentially&do&not&outsource&their&service&to&third&parties.&
• Experienced&in&speaking&the&language&of&the&high&net&worth&individual&as&
their&language&skills&include&all&global&languages.&
• Convenience,&financial&savings,&access&and&exclusivity&are&key.&
• Quintessentially&brand&partnership&programme.&
&
CoZoperates!with!highZend!brands:!
Quintessentially&has&created&cooperative&bonds&with&some&of&the&world&leading&
brands&such&as&jaguar,&British&airways,&large&banks&and&so&on.&By&cooperating&
Quintessentially&offers&a&base&of&potentially&new&costumers,&help&retaining&your&best&
costumers&or&to&achieve&both&of&the&mentioned&by&a&white&labelled&cooperation.&&
Concierge!Shanghai!
Who!are!they?!!
Concierge&Shanghai&is&a&full&service&concierge,&specialising&in&assisting&private&
individuals&and&companies.&&They&offer&a&fulltime&service&and&many&tailor&made&
options&for&sightseeing&Shanghai.&&It&is&a&wide&option&of&possibilities,&from&seat&in&
coach&to&private&limousine&tours.&
What!are!their!specialising!fields?!
The&company’s&main&focuses&are&service&and&event&managing.&Their&service&options&
are&divided&between&regular&service&and&niche&service.&&
& & &
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Regular&service&contains:&
I&Professional&Corporate& &Leisure&travel&Consultancy&
I&Shanghai&Discovery&Travel&Program&Corporate&Entertainment&Solutions&
I&Visa&Service&
I&One&Stop&Service&for&Airport,&Transportation,&Hotel,&Meeting,&pre& &post&activities&
Some!of!their!Niche!service!contains:!
I&"One&to&One"&Professional&Travel&Consultancy&Service&
IReally&Helpful&Concierge&staff&
I&Proposal&and&Implementation&to&VVIP&Receptions&
I&Expatriates'&s&Home&Leave&or&Holiday&Options&
They&also&focuses&on&customising&events&for&their&companies&or&private&persons,&
where&they&also&have&an&on&site&coordination&service&to&help&their&customers.&
&
Marketing!Strategy.!
! Segmentation&
It&is&very&obvious&that&their&target&customers&are&mostly&companies.&They&are&
open&for&private&individuals,&but&based&on&their&webpage,&they&are&
definitively&targeting&towards&companies.&&! Distribution!channels&
This&Company&has&chosen&to&use&the&Internet&as&one&of&the&marketing&
channels.&Their&webpage&is&informative&and&have&a&professional&layout.&&They&
are&very&precise&in&what&they&offer&through&the&company,&and&what&services&
& & &
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they&are&going&to&assist&with&regarding&the&event.&&
&
There&are&limitations&regarding&this&competitor&analysis&because&of&limited&
information&given&by&the&concierge&company.&
  &
Why!are!they!a!threat?!
Like&any&other&concierge&company,&they&are&still&a&competitor&and&one&of&the&larger&
companies&on&the&Chinese&market.&There&is&no&economical&information&to&be&found&
about&the&company&and&therefor&difficult&to&know&which&position&they&have&
compared&to&other&concierge&services.&&
&
One!Concierge!
Who!are!they?&
One&Concierge&is&one&of&the&leading&concierge&and&lifestyle&companies&on&a&global&
point&of&view.&They&have&clients&in&over&115&countries&and&also&years&with&experience&
(2008).&They&serve&both&companies&and&private&individuals&with&access&to&over&150&
concierge&services.&
What!are!their!focusing!fields?!
One&Concierge&has&a&main&focus&on&service&and&provides&customers&with&portfolio&of&
concierge&services&around&the&world.&They&also&focus&a&lot&on&responding&from&
catering&to&yacht&charters,&wedding&planning&and&more.&A&main&factor&is&also&being&
less&expensive&than&their&competitors&by&charging&for&requests&rather&than&payI&by&
the&hour.&
It&is&very&important&for&the&company&to&be&available&at&all&times,&therefore&the&
company&are&open&24&hours&the&whole&year.&
& & &
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Marketing!strategy!
! Segmentation&
One&concierge&targets&the&corporations&and&private&individuals,&but&their&
target&segment&is&the&corporate&leisure.&&! Strategy&
To&be&the&best&concierge&company&on&a&global&level&by&giving&extraordinary&
customer&service&and&a&wide&range&of&concierge&services.&! Marketing!channels&
one&concierge&is&mainly&marketing&their&company&and&service&by&Internet&and&
the&webpage.&Their&webpage&has&a&fancy&design&and&also&appeals&to&a&wider&
range&of&target&customers&compared&to&Concierge&Shanghai.&&One&concierge&
also&informs&that&they&have&a&many&contacts&all&over&the&world&and&also&uses&
these&as&a&marketing&channel.&&
&
Future!plans:!
“Our&Mission:&We&are&a&global&leader&dedicated&to&providing&our&clients&with&
superior&personal&service,&unsurpassed&attention&to&detail&and&a&desire&to&excel&in&
the&communities&in&which&we&work.&We&passionately&serve&our&customers,&
stakeholders,&and&employees&with&dedication&and&excellence&in&all&aspects&of&our&
corporate&operations.”&
Luxury!Concierge!China!
The!Owners!
Luxury&Concierge,&from&now&on&referred&to&as&LCC,&is&a&company&started&by&Jonathan&
Hasson&and&Spencer&Dodington.&The&two&directors&represent&an&impressive&team&in&
terms&of&their&skills&and&knowledge.&Their&educational&background&consists&of&a&
Bachelor&in&Arts,&a&Finance&MBA,&and&studies&in&Chinese&history&and&biology.&
& & &
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However,&of&more&importance&is&their&experience&doing&business&internationally,&and&
especially&in&China.&&
They&have&a&24&years&combined&experience&from&living&and&doing&business&in&
Shanghai.&Prior&to&LCC,&Hasson&was&involved&in&his&family’s&business,&which&was&
located&in&Shanghai.&Operating&within&the&tradeIindustry,&he&most&likely&had&(have)&
an&excellent&startingIpoint&in&terms&of&an&existing&network.&&
The&fact&that&they&originate&from&two&different&countries&means&that&they&bring&
different&cultural&knowledge&to&the&table.&In&addition&to&this,&they&have&spent&large&
parts&of&their&lives&in&places&different&from&their&home,&further&deepening&their&
experience.&Furthermore,&combined&they’re&able&to&communicate&in&no&less&than&7&
languages,&which&includes&spoken&and&written&Mandarin&and&Shanghainese.&&
An&important&and&often&underestimated&factor,&in&terms&of&a&company’s&ability&to&
succeed&in&a&market,&is&the&determination&shown&by&the&decision&makers/the&board.&
This&factor&seems&to&be&present&in&LCC.&Just&by&reading&the&short&introduction&of&the&
two&of&them&on&the&website&the&authors&get&the&impression&of&them&being&genuinely&
passionate&about&their&business.&Together&with&their&experience&and&an&assumed&
network&this&constitutes&a&competitive&advantage,&which&further&increases&their&
chances&of&success.&&&&&
Product!
Guided!Experiences:!
LCC&have&chosen&to&divide&this&offering&into&three&categories:&Shanghai&Cultural,&
Shanghai&Gourmand,&and&Shanghai&Shopaholic.&
Shanghai!Cultural&is,&as&the&name&indicates,&based&on&cultural&experiences&in&
Shanghai.&Available&as&either&a&halfI&or&fullIday&experience&customers&can&chose&
& & &
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activities&based&on&architecture,&modern&art,&the&development&of&“The&Bund”,&“The&
Old&City”,&and&“The&French&Concession”.&&&
Shanghai!Gourmand&is&targeted&against&those&who&have&a&passion&for&food.&The&first&
arrangement&is&based&on&a&mix&of&regional&specialties&where&the&objective&is&to&give&
the&customer&a&basic&experience&of&the&Chinese&cuisine.&Customers&can&also&choose&
to&expand&their&involvement&by&participating&in&shopping&and&preparing&the&food.&In&
contrast&to&the&first&proposition,&which&does&not&last&longer&than&a&day,&the&next&one&
is&more.&The&customer&will&take&part&in&a&10Iday&trip,&visiting&some&of&the&most&
famous&cities&in&China.&Travelers&will&be&experiencing&cultural&sights&in&addition&to&
various&Chinese&restaurants,&food,&and&vine.&&&
Shanghai!Shopaholic&is&a&category&where&LCC&offers&its&customers&shopping&
experiences&within&different&fields&of&interest,&such&as&interior,&antique,&fashion&and&
brands,&or&the&markets&of&Shanghai.&&&
Concierge:!
LCC&offers&its&customers&VIP&airport&services,&hotel&recommendation,&and/or&
booking,&transport,&and&various&logistical&arrangements.&They&are&also&willing&to&
provide&a&shopping&assistance,&and&information&about&the&hottest&bars,&restaurants,&
and&events&in&Shanghai.&&&
Events:!!
LCC&are&willing&to&help&both&companies&and&individuals&in&arranging&events&based&on&
their&different&needs&and&wants.&They&can&also&be&helpful&in&terms&of&identifying&
suitable&venues,&organize&transportation,&and&take&care&of&different&types&of&
booking.&&&&&
PR!and!marketing:!!!!!!
& & &
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LCC&can&help&clients&introduce&their&brand&and&product&in&China&with&arrangements&
such&as&launches,&contact&with&the&press,&and&media&slots.&They&also&offer&their&inI
debt&knowledge&to&companies&looking&to&research&the&luxury&market&in&China.&&&&
However,&LCC’s&products&aren’t&limited&to&the&products&mentioned&above.&The&
company&wants&to&be&flexible&and&have&a&dynamic&relationship&to&the&customer’s&
wants&and&needs.&
Price!
LCC&does&not&give&any&information&on&the&prices&of&the&different&products.&Potential&
customers&can&either&contact&the&directors&directly&via&EImail&or&telephone,&or&fill&out&
a&standardised&form.&&&
Promotion!
As&with&most&companies&delivering&conciergeIrelated&services,&the&Internet&is&a&very&
important&communication&channel&for&LCC.&Their&homepage,&luxuryI
conciergechina.com,&has&a&high&potential&in&terms&of&reaching&the&market&in&a&costI
effective&way.&They’ve&chosen&to&go&with&a&rather&simple&graphic&design,&making&it&
easy&to&navigate&through.&The&information&about&the&different&products&is&presented&
in&a&short&and&concise&way,&summarising&the&most&important&selling&points.&The&
website&is&available&in&the&English&and&French&language.&&&&
In&addition&to&their&homepage,&LCC&also&use&other&channels&to&promote&themselves,&
especially&through&magazines&and&other&print&media.&By&choosing&magazines&with&
high&credibility&and&relevance&they&are&able&to&target&the&communication&to&a&greater&
extent&than&by&just&using&the&Internet.&So&far&this&year&they&have&been&featured&in&
“This&Magnificent&Life”,&“Luxury&Travel”&and&“New&York&Times”.&
Distribution!
& & &
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So&far,&LCC&delivers&its&services&to&the&ShanghaiImarket.&&
Strategy!
Judging&from&their&product&it&seems&as&if&LCC&targets&both&business&and&consumer&
markets.&Perhaps&most&important&on&the&businessIside&is&their&ability&to&help&foreign&
companies&enter&the&Chinese&market&by&taking&advantage&of&their&existing&network.&&
Although&it&doesn’t&seem&like&they&any&immediate&plans&to&expand&their&business&to&
other&parts&of&China,&they&would&probably&have&the&ability&do&so&based&on&their&
knowledge&and&experience&in&the&Chinese&market.&&
Based&on&our&research&LCC&stands&out&as&a&very&strong,&if&not&the&strongest,&
competitor&in&the&ShanghaiImarket.&As&a&result&of&their&efforts&in&promoting&the&
company&and&their&ability&to&deliver&highIquality&services&they&have&a&very&good&
reputation&not&only&in&Shanghai,&but&also&internationally.&&
Ambassador!Concierge!
Management!
Ambassador&Concierge&was&founded&in&2004&by&Vincent&A.&Wolfington&and&Mark&A.&
Wolfington.&In&addition&to&this&they&have&Cheng&Hsiao&and&Vivian&Sun&working&for&
them.&&&
Vincent%A.%Wolfington&has&served,&and&is&still&active,&as&Chairman&or&member&in&
several&large&organisations,&such&as&the&“World&Travel& &Tourism&Council”,&the&
“Board&of&Directors&of&the&Travel&Business&Roundtable”,&and&the&“Travel&Industry&
Association&of&America”.&His&involvement&in&these&travel&and&tourist&related&
organisations&have&probably&left&him&with&an&extensive&network.&A&demonstration&of&
his&skills&can&be&identified&in&his&role&as&CEO&of&Carey&International,&Inc.&&
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Mark%A.%Wolfington!has&experience&from&various&industries.&He&is&the&founder&of&Air&
Chef&Holdings,&LLC,&which&delivered&different&concierge&services&to&private&aircraft&in&
Mexico,&Europe,&and&the&US.&In&addition&to&this&he&has&also&been&a&key&decisionI
maker&in&companies&involved&in&investment&and&marketing.&This&is&what&their&
website,&ambassadorconcierge.com,&has&to&say&about&him:&“During&his&career,&he&has&
developed&significant&expertise&in&the&areas&of&operations,&finance,&marketing,&
strategic&planning&and&investor&relations&in&highIend&service&businesses”.&&&
Cheng%Hsiao!was&the&General&Manager&of&“Morton’s&The&Steakhouse”&prior&to&his&
involvement&in&developing&Ambassador&Concierge.&Here&he&was&involved&in&
managing&various&departments&such&as&marketing,&strategy,&and&customer&
relationships.&In&addition&to&his&contribution&through&his&understanding&of&the&
Chinese&culture&he&has&14&years&of&experience&within&the&tourism&and&hospitality&
industry.&He&is&currently&employed&under&the&title&Managing&Director&and&is&
responsible&for&the&ShanghaiImarket.&&
Vivian%Sun!has&experience&as&editor&in&Chief&of&China&Travel&and&TourismI100&Best,&
and&China&Tourism&Newspaper.&In&addition&to&this&she&also&has&experience&in&
marketing&from&being&the&Founder&and&Managing&Director&in&“Startermc”,&a&
company&that&delivered&branding&and&marketing&strategy&services.&She&is&currently&
employed&under&the&title&Managing&Director&and&is&responsible&for&the&BeijingI
market.&&&
In&addition&to&the&management,&Ambassador&has&a&group&of&“advisors”.&These&are&
people&with&specific&knowledge&about&the&industry&and&the&Chinese&business&
environment.&&&&
!
!
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Product!!
!
Guide!and!interpreter:!!
Ambassador&is&able&to&provide&personal&assistants&that&satisfy&the&needs&of&travellers&
from&both&the&private&and&the&business&market.&Their&concierges&are&very&flexible&
and&can&act&as&translators,&guides,&shopping&assistants,&and&provide&their&customers&
with&access&to&exclusive&events&and&experiences.&&&
VIP!airport!services:!!
In&addition&to&transport&to&and&from&the&airport,&ambassador&provides&its&customers&
with&VIPIservices&at&both&departure&and&arrival.&This&translates&to&getting&in&front&of&
the&line&in&terms&of&boarding&and&passportIcontrols,&as&well&as&access&to&any&VIPI
lounge&the&airport&may&have&available.&&&
Chauffeured!car!and!van!service:!
Ambassador&has&several&different&cars&and&drivers&available&to&be&able&to&offer&its&
customers&with&private&transportation.&They&also&possess&vans&and&minibuses&that&
are&able&to&transport&a&maximum&of&five&people.&&
Price!
Ambassador&doesn’t&operate&with&any&specific&prices&on&its&internetIpage.&Moreover,&
it&doesn’t&seem&like&potential&customers&have&to&get&a&membership&in&order&to&buy&
services&from&the&company.&This&makes&it&challenging&to&figure&out&what&priceIrange&
the&company&operates&within.&People,&or&companies&who&is&interested&or&simply&
wants&more&information,&can&make&an&inquiry&by&filling&out&an&electronic&form,&
located&on&their&homepage.&&
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Promotion!
Ambassador&Concierge&has&chosen&Internet&to&get&in&touch&with&its&market.&On&their&
webpage,&ambassadorconcierge.com,&potential&customer&can&read&about&their&
different&services,&experience&from&previous&customers,&and&why&Ambassador,&
according&to&them,&is&the&best&concierge&in&China.&They’ve&also&posted&a&couple&of&
articles&written&about&them.&&&
Their&homepage&is&available&both&in&English&and&Chinese.&Seeing&as&the&English&
languageIskills&in&China&is&below&average,&this&might&increase&their&chances&of&
attracting&Chinese&firms&interested&in&conciergeIrelated&services.&&&
Distribution!
Ambassador&Concierge&is&present&in&both&the&American&and&the&Chinese&market.&
However,&it’s&in&China,&where&they’re&located&in&Shanghai&and&Beijing&that&is&the&
most&relevant&for&us.&
Strategy!
Based&on&the&services&offered&it&seems&like&they’re&focusing&mainly&on&the&businessI
market.&However,&by&organising&services&involving&activities&such&as&shopping,&
entertainment,&and&other&experiences&they’re&not&excluding&the&consumerImarket&
entirely.&But&the&strength&of&this&aspect&is&rather&weak&and&it&may&be&perceived&as&
too&basic&by&private&consumers.&Based&on&our&research&we&identify&Ambassador&
Concierge&as&a&weaker&competitor&compared&to&LCC.&Their&products&are&too&basic&
and&they&don’t&seem&to&focus&enough&on&promoting&the&company.&This&is&rather&
surprising&seeing&as&they&seemingly&possess&a&group&of&highly&skilled&people.&&&
